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Figure 1 Lachlan Shire showing road network and restoration priority in each shire section
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Of the roads assessed (Table 1), some were maintained regularly by Lachlan Shire Council while
others are given less maintenance. Roads that were not surveyed were generally inaccessible or
unable to be located.
Table 1 Alphabetical listing of roads and road sections surveyed in Lachlan Shire, with road polygon code used in assessment mapping,
where located by shire section, recovery and conservation scores, and works priorities.

ROAD_NAME

ROAD
CODE

ADAMS RD
AERODROME RD
AIRPORT RD
ALAGALA RD
ALEXANDERS LANE
ANDERSONS RD
ARUNDEL RD
AVOCA RD
AVONDALE RD
BACK TULLAMORE RD north
BACK TULLAMORE RD south
BAHRS RD
BANDALONG RD
BANOOL RD
BARBERS RD
BARRONS LANE
BARTHOLOMEWS LANE
BEGARGO RD
BELMORE RD
BENA CEMETERY RD
BENSONS RD
BERRYS RD
BILGOLA RD
BILLANDARY RD
BIMBELLA RD
BLACKERS RD
BLAND RD
BLOCK RD
BLOOMFIELD RD
BLOWES RD
BOBADAH RD east1
BOBADAH RD east2
BOBADAH RD west
BOGAN WAY north1
BOGAN WAY north2
BOGAN WAY south1

ADA1
AER1
AIR1
ALA1
ALX1
AND1
ARU1
AVO1
AVN1
BTU1-14
BTU15-28
BAH1
BAN1
BNO1
BBR1
BRR1
BAR1
BEG1
BEL1
BCM1
BEN1
BER1
BLG1
BIL1
BIM1
BLA1
BLD1
BLK1
BLO1
BLW1
BOB1-21
BOB22-30
BOB31-46
BOG1-25
BOG26-53
BOG54-72

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
NE
14.0
2.0 high
CE
8.0
3.5 medium
CE
8.9
3.0 medium
CE
16.0
2.0 high
SW
11.5
2.3 high
SW
4.5
4.3 low
CW
8.8
3.0 medium
NE
14.6
2.0 high
SE
9.3
2.7 medium
CE
11.2
2.4 high
CE
11.3
2.4 high
SC
7.8
3.2 medium
SE
9.5
3.0 medium
SC
9.3
2.9 medium
SE
4.3
4.5 low
SE
12.4
2.2 high
SW
9.6
2.8 medium
SW
11.1
2.6 high
NE
8.5
3.1 medium
SE
12.5
2.0 high
CW
8.4
3.1 medium
CE
9.6
2.9 medium
NE
13.0
2.3 high
NE
10.5
2.7 medium
CW
8.4
3.1 medium
SW
1.5
5.0 low
SC
10.6
2.6 medium
SC
8.0
3.0 medium
CE
11.9
2.5 high
CE
13.0
2.0 high
NE
9.5
2.8 medium
NE
11.5
2.2 high
NW
12.4
2.3 high
NE
10.9
2.4 medium
NE
12.2
2.3 high
NE
11.7
2.4 high
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ROAD_NAME
BOGAN WAY south2
BOLAMS RD
BONNY DOON LANE
BOONA RD north
BOONA RD south
BOOTH RD
BOOTOOWA RD east
BOOTOOWA RD west
BORAPINE RD
BOREAMBLE RD
BOYMIRI RD
BRAALGHY RD
BREWER LANE
BROOKS LANE
BROTHERONY RD north
BROTHERONY RD south
BROWNS LANE
BRYANTS RD
BULBODNEY CREEK RD
BURANDO RD
BURCHER RD east
BURCHER RD west
BURGOONEY RD east
BURGOONEY RD west
BURKES LANE
BUSHOME RD
BUTTENSHAWS LANE
BYGALORIE RD
BYONG RD
CADARA RD
CAJILDRY RD
CAMP RD
CARAWATHA RD
CARLISLE RD
CARONA RD
CARRUTHERS RD
CHANTERS RD
CINCINATTI RD
CLARGO RD
CLARRIES LANE
CLEMSONS LANE

ROAD
CODE
BOG73-88
BOL1
BON1
BOO1-20
BOO21-44
BTH1
BOOT1026
BOOT1-9
BPN1
BRM1
BOY1
BRA1
BRE1
BRO1
BRY1-25
BRY26-48
BRN1
BRT1
BUL1
BUR1
BRC1-17
BRC18-29
BRG17-31
BRG1-16
BUK1
BUS1
BUT1
BYG1
BYO1
CAD1
CAJ1
CAM1
CAR1
CRL1
CRN1
CRR1
CHA1
CIN1
CLG1
CLA1
CLE1

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
NE
12.7
2.3 high
CE
15.0
2.0 high
CE
8.4
3.2 medium
CE
10.2
2.7 medium
CE
10.4
2.6 medium
SW
9.4
3.0 medium
SW
11.4
2.5 high
SW
SC
SC
SE
CE
SW
SW
SC
SC
CE
SC
NE
CE
SE
SE
SC
SW
SC
NE
SE
SC
CE
NE
NE
SC
CE
CE
SE
SC
SW
CE
SE
SC
SE

10.4
9.9
7.3
5.5
11.7
8.7
4.3
10.1
9.5
4.9
12.0
7.2
11.7
10.4
10.6
8.5
8.2
12.5
8.7
15.0
8.7
11.8
13.0
10.4
9.3
8.2
11.4
15.3
10.6
10.5
13.4
10.1
11.2
8.8
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2.7
2.8
3.5
4.0
2.3
3.0
4.3
2.8
2.9
4.3
2.0
3.3
2.4
2.6
2.6
3.1
3.1
2.0
2.9
2.0
3.1
2.2
2.3
2.8
3.1
3.4
2.5
2.0
2.5
2.7
2.3
2.7
2.5
2.7

medium
medium
medium
low
high
medium
low
medium
medium
low
high
medium
high
medium
medium
medium
medium
high
medium
high
medium
high
high
medium
medium
medium
high
high
medium
medium
high
medium
high
medium
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ROAD_NAME

ROAD
CODE

CONDOBOLIN RD
COOKABURRAGONG RD
COOPERS LANE
CORINELLA RD
CORNELLS RD
CRAIG END LANE
CRAWFORDS RD
CROWN CAMP RD
CURLEW RD north
CURLEW RD south
CURRAN PARK RD
CURRAWONG RD north
CURRAWONG RD south
DANDALOO RD
DEACONS LANE
DEANS RD
DELLADALE LANE
DENISE DRIVE
DERRIWONG RD
DEVLINS ALTERNATE ROUTE
DEVLINS RD AKA BOLO RD
DIGGERS AVENUE
DIGGERS RD
DRIFTWAY RD
DUNNEIL RD
EARLS RD
EAST WOODLANDS RD
ELSMORE RD
ELWINS RD
EREMERAN RD
EUGLO TRIG RD
EULANDOOL RD
EULIGAL LANE
FAIRHOLME RD
FAIRS LANE
FIFIELD RD north1
FIFIELD RD north2
FIFIELD RD south1
FIFIELD RD south2
FITZGERALDS RD
FOREST RD
FOSTERS LANE

CON1
COO1
COP1
CNL1
COR1
CRG1
CRW1
CCP1
CLW1-9
CLW10-26
CPK1
CUR7-11
CUR1-6
DAN1
DEA1
DNS1
DEL1
DEN1
DER1
DVL1
DEV1
DIG1
DGG1
DFT1
DUN1
EAR1
EWD1
ELS1
ELW1
ERE1
EUG1
EUN1
EUL1
FAR1
FAI1
FIF1-19
FIF20-45
FIF46-63
FIF64-76
FTZ1
FOR1
FOS1

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
CE
12.2
2.4 high
SE
9.2
2.9 medium
CE
12.0
2.0 high
SE
6.6
3.6 medium
SC
10.8
2.6 medium
CE
8.8
2.8 medium
SW
10.1
2.6 medium
SC
11.7
2.4 high
SW
10.1
2.8 medium
SW
7.4
3.4 medium
NE
8.0
3.3 medium
NE
8.1
3.4 medium
NE
11.6
2.2 high
NE
12.8
2.4 high
SC
10.4
2.5 medium
SE
12.1
2.4 high
CW
6.1
3.8 medium
SW
7.8
3.0 medium
CE
10.0
2.5 medium
SC
8.5
3.0 medium
SC
9.9
2.6 medium
CE
8.5
3.0 medium
SE
9.0
2.9 medium
SE
7.3
3.4 medium
SE
9.4
2.8 medium
CE
4.7
4.3 low
NE
9.4
2.8 medium
CE
11.4
2.4 high
SW
9.8
3.0 medium
NW
10.9
2.6 medium
SE
12.0
2.2 high
CW
8.8
3.0 medium
CE
10.1
2.6 medium
SE
8.0
3.3 medium
SW
11.9
2.3 high
CE
8.2
3.2 medium
CE
9.5
2.8 medium
CE
10.1
2.9 medium
CE
9.7
2.8 medium
SE
11.4
2.6 high
CE
7.0
3.3 medium
SE
11.0
2.7 high
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ASSESSMENT OF ROADS OVERVIEW

ROAD_NAME

ROAD
CODE

FOUR CORNERS RD
FYFES RD
GILGAIS RD
GILLENBINE RD
GILLENBONE LANE
GLASGOWS LANE
GLEESONS RD
GLENDERRY RD
GLENINGA RD
GLENLEE RD
GLENVALE RD
GOBONDERY RD
GOLDINGS LANE
GOLF LINKS RD
GOOBANG CREEK RD
GOOMA RD
GORMANS HILL RD
GRASSMERE RD north
GRASSMERE RD south
GUBBATA RD
GULGO RD
GUM BEND RD
GUNNINGS RD
HADLEY DOWNS RD
HALLS RD
HALLS RD SR 148
HARRISONS RD
HARTS LANE
HASSANS LANE
HENRY PARKES WAY east1
HENRY PARKES WAY east2
HENRY PARKES WAY north1
HENRY PARKES WAY north2
HENRY PARKES WAY north3
HILLGROVE RD
HILLS RD
HILLSIDE RD
HOCKEYS RD
HOCKNEYS LANE
HODGES RD
HOOPERS LANE
HOPES RD

FCN1
FYF1
GLG1
GLB1
GIL
GLA1
GLE1
GLD1
GLE1
GLN1
GLV1
GOB1
GOL1
GLF1
GBC1
GOO1
GOR1
GRA1-28
GRA29-51
GUB1
GUL1
GUM1
GUN1
HAD1
HAL1
HLS1
HAR1
HRT1
HAS1
HPW1-13
HPW14-19
HPW55-72
HPW41-54
HPW20-40
HGR1
HLL1
HIL1
HOC1
HOK1
HOD1
HOO1
HOP1

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
SC
11.5
2.5 high
SC
10.4
2.6 medium
CW
10.5
2.5 medium
CE
11.1
2.5 high
CE
13.0
2.0 high
SC
8.4
2.9 medium
SW
9.5
2.7 medium
CW
10.7
2.6 medium
NE
11.5
2.4 high
CW
6.5
3.5 medium
SC
11.1
2.5 high
CE
11.2
2.6 high
SW
10.3
2.9 medium
CE
12.5
2.0 high
SE
7.8
3.5 medium
CW
11.9
2.4 high
SC
8.7
2.9 medium
SE
7.2
3.0 medium
SE
7.9
3.0 medium
SC
9.6
2.7 medium
SC
7.7
3.2 medium
CE
10.8
2.7 medium
SE
6.5
3.0 medium
CE
13.6
2.3 high
CE
3.5
5.0 low
SW
10.2
2.7 medium
SE
2.0
5.0 low
SW
10.5
2.8 medium
CE
12.0
2.5 high
SE
11.8
2.4 high
CE
7.4
3.3 medium
NW
11.4
2.5 high
CW
12.4
2.3 high
CW
12.0
2.3 high
SC
6.3
4.0 medium
SC
10.5
2.6 medium
NE
12.3
2.4 high
CE
10.3
2.7 medium
CE
14.0
2.0 high
SC
11.0
2.7 high
SW
6.2
3.3 medium
SE
3.5
4.6 low
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ASSESSMENT OF ROADS OVERVIEW

ROAD_NAME
HUBBARDS RD
HUNTS RD
IMRIES LANE
INVERHELN RD
JONES LANE
JUMBLE PLAINS RD east
JUMBLE PLAINS RD west
KADUNGLE RD
KALUDAH RD
KEELEYS LANE
KELLYS RD
KERONGA RD
KERRIWAH RD north
KERRIWAH RD south
KIACATOO RD east
KIACATOO RD west
KIARGATHUR RD
KILLAWARRA RD
KINGS LANE
KIRKS RD
KORRAWONG LANE
KYNOTA RD
KYNWOOR RD
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
centre1
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
centre2
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY east1
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY east2
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
west1
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
west2
LAKE CARGELLIGO RD east
LAKE CARGELLIGO RD west1
LAKE CARGELLIGO RD west2
LAKESIDE LANE
LANSDALE RD
LARA LANE
LARKINGS RD
L'ESTRANGES RD

ROAD
CODE
HUB1
HUN1
IMR1
INV1
JON1
JUM1-19
JUM20-37
KAD1
KAL1
KEE1
KEL1
KEG1
KER23-43
KER1-22
KIA33-58
KIA1-32
KRG1
KIL1
KNG1
KRK1
KOR1
KYT1
KYN1
LVW74123
LVW41-73

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
SE
9.3
3.0 medium
NE
9.0
3.1 medium
SC
9.3
2.8 medium
SC
7.5
3.0 medium
CE
9.0
3.0 medium
NE
12.1
2.4 high
CE
13.3
2.1 high
CE
13.7
2.0 high
NE
10.5
2.6 medium
SW
12.1
2.3 high
SW
8.8
3.2 medium
SC
9.9
3.0 medium
NE
11.3
2.5 high
NE
14.0
2.0 high
CW
6.6
3.6 medium
CW
7.6
3.3 medium
CW
8.5
2.9 medium
SW
9.5
2.9 medium
SC
6.3
3.8 medium
CW
10.8
2.7 medium
SW
4.4
4.5 low
SC
8.5
3.0 medium
SW
10.7
2.6 medium
CW
8.0
3.1 medium
CW

9.1

2.9 medium

LVW124154
LVW155177
LVW33-40

SE

7.5

3.3 medium

SE

9.9

2.7 medium

SW

5.5

4.0 low

LVW1-32

SW

8.0

3.2 medium

LAK38-66
LAK1-18
LAK19-37
LAK1
LAN1
LRA1
LAR1
LES1

SC
SW
SW
SW
NE
CE
NE
SE

9.0
8.4
10.1
5.5
12.5
10.9
13.1
9.3
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2.9
3.1
2.7
4.0
2.4
2.4
2.3
3.0

medium
medium
medium
low
high
medium
high
medium

ASSESSMENT OF ROADS OVERVIEW

ROAD_NAME
LINTON RD
LOGANS RD
LONE WILGA RD
LONGINGETTING RD
LORRAINE LANE
LUDLOWS LANE
LUNARIA RD
MAITLAND RD
MANNA MOUNTAIN RD
MARSDEN RD north
MARSDEN RD south
MATHEWS RD
MCINNES RD
MEADOWVIEW RD
MELROSE PLAINS RD east
MELROSE PLAINS RD west
MELROSE RD east
MELROSE RD west
MERRIBOGIE RD
MICABIL RD
MIDDLEFIELD RD
MIDLANDS RD
MILLRIDGE RD
MILLVIEW RD
MINEMOORANG RD
MINERAL HILL RD
MINES RD
MOIRA VALE RD east
MOIRA VALE RD west
MONUMENT FLATS RD
MOONBAH LANE
MOONEYS LANE
MORELLA RD
MORRIS LANE
MOWABLA RD
MT DAYLIGHT RD
MT TILGA RD
MUDDA ROCKS RD
MUMBIL TANK RD
MURPHYS RD
MURRUMBOGIE RD
MYAMLEY MINE RD

ROAD
CODE
LIN1
LOG1
LWG1
LNG1
LOR1
LUD1
LUN1
MAI1
MAN1
MRS1
MAT1
MCI1
MDW1
MLP35-65
MLP1-34
MEL1-25
MEL26-61
MER1
MIC
MID1
MDL1
MIL1
MLV1
MIN14
MIN1
MNS1
MOI1-27
MOI28-46
MON1
MOO1
MOY1
MRL1
MOR1
MOW1
MTD1
MTT1
MUD1
MUM1
MPH1
MUR1
MMM1

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
NW
14.0
2.0 high
NW
13.5
2.0 high
NE
11.2
2.5 high
SE
4.0
4.4 low
CE
11.1
2.4 high
SE
8.4
3.2 medium
NE
9.3
3.0 medium
CE
12.5
2.0 high
SE
12.3
2.3 high
SE
7.3
3.4 medium
SE
11.8
2.3 high
CE
8.1
3.1 medium
SW
4.3
4.5 low
NE
10.8
2.7 medium
CE
11.1
2.6 high
CW
12.6
2.3 high
NE
12.9
2.2 high
CE
14.2
2.1 high
SC
9.6
2.7 medium
CW
11.5
2.0 high
NE
8.9
3.1 medium
CE
9.3
2.8 medium
NE
12.3
2.3 high
SC
5.5
4.0 low
NE
8.9
3.1 medium
NW
12.5
2.0 high
CE
11.5
2.3 high
NE
10.8
2.7 medium
NE
11.3
2.5 high
SC
10.3
2.8 medium
CW
11.7
2.2 high
CW
9.8
2.8 medium
SE
12.7
2.3 high
SW
13.3
2.2 high
CW
10.3
2.7 medium
SW
10.4
2.8 medium
CE
11.9
2.2 high
SW
9.1
3.1 medium
CW
10.4
2.7 medium
SC
7.4
3.4 medium
CE
12.0
2.5 high
NW
8.5
3.0 medium
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ASSESSMENT OF ROADS OVERVIEW

ROAD_NAME
MYAMLEY RD east
MYAMLEY RD west
NARADHAN RD
NATIVE DOG RD
NEEDLEWOOD BACK RD
NEEDLEWOOD RD north
NEEDLEWOOD RD south
NERANG COWAL RD
NILSSONS LANE
NOLLS RD
NORTH FORBES RD
NORTH RIVER RD
NORTH UABBA RD
NYNGAN RD
O'DEAS RD
OOTHA RD
OPPY LANE
OPPY RD
O'REILLYS RD
ORRS RD
PALESTHAN RD
PELLOWS LANE
PHILLIPS RD
PIDGEONS RD
PIETSCHS RD
PILLINGER DRIVE
PLATINA RD
POTTS LANE
QUEENS PLAINS RD
QUINANES LANE
RACECOURSE RD
RANKIN SPRINGS RD north
RANKIN SPRINGS RD south
REAKES RD
RECREATION RD
RED HEART RD east
RED HEART RD west
RESERVE RD
REYNELLA RD
RIDGELANDS RD
RIVER RD
ROBERTS RD

ROAD
CODE
MYA1-21
MYA22-24
NAR2
NDG1
NEB1
NEE1-7
NEE8-27
NER1
NIL1
NOL1
NFB1
NRV1
NUA1
NYN1
ODE1
OOT1
OPP1
OPP2
ORE1
ORR1
PAL1
PEL1
PHI1
PID1
PIE1
PIL1
PLA1
POT1
QPL1
QUI1
RAC1
RAN9-26
RAN1-8
REA1
REC1
RED18-41
RED1-17
RES1
REY1
RID1
RIV1
ROB1

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
NW
9.6
2.8 medium
NW
10.2
2.7 medium
SW
11.3
2.3 high
NE
16.0
1.7 high
CW
7.3
3.4 medium
CW
10.9
2.3 medium
CW
7.3
3.4 medium
SE
13.5
2.0 high
SW
3.8
4.7 low
SC
11.7
2.3 high
CE
7.4
3.2 medium
CW
10.7
2.3 medium
SW
7.2
3.4 medium
NW
11.2
2.5 high
CE
13.5
2.0 high
CE
12.3
2.1 high
CE
10.5
3.0 medium
CE
4.3
4.5 low
SW
13.5
2.0 high
SW
8.8
3.0 medium
CW
11.1
2.6 high
SC
7.5
3.0 medium
SW
8.6
3.2 medium
SW
9.0
3.2 medium
NE
16.0
2.0 high
SW
5.5
4.0 low
CE
11.3
2.5 high
CE
9.2
3.0 medium
NE
12.5
2.3 high
SW
13.5
2.3 high
NE
10.0
2.8 medium
SW
9.2
2.9 medium
SW
12.9
2.0 high
SE
8.2
3.0 medium
SW
8.6
3.1 medium
CE
12.6
2.3 high
CE
12.9
2.4 high
SW
5.8
4.0 low
CE
8.3
3.0 medium
CE
9.5
2.8 medium
SW
8.1
3.2 medium
SC
7.3
3.4 medium
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ROAD_NAME
ROSEDALE RD
ROSEHILL LANE
SALTERS RD
SANDY CAMP RD
SARSFIELD RD
SCHULZ LANE
SCRUBBY RD
SELEMS RD
SHANKLIN LANE
SHEET OF WATER RD east
SHEET OF WATER RD west
SHEPHERDS RD
SILO RD
SIMS RD
SINGHS RD
SKIPWORTHS RD
SLANT RD
SMITHS RD
SPRINGVALE RD north
SPRINGVALE RD south
STIDWELLS LANE
STOCK BRIDGE RD
STRUDWICKS RD
STUART DRIVE
SUNNYSIDE RD
SUNRISE RD
SWANSONS RD
TABRATONG CROSSING RD
TABRATONG SF RD
TARBOLTON RD
TERRYS RD
THE GIPPS WAY north
THE GIPPS WAY south
THE TROFFS RD
THOMAS LANE
THOMPSONS RD
TIGERS CREEK RD
TIMMINS LANE
TINDA TANK RD
TOLIMANS RD
TOMLINSONS LANE
TRIG HILL RD

ROAD
CODE
RSD1
ROS1
SAL1
SAN1
SAR1
SLZ1
SCR1
SEL1
SHA1
SHE11-12
SHE1-10
SHP1
SLO1
SIM1
SIN1
SKP1
SLA1
SMI1
SPR20-37
SPR1-19
STD1
STB1
SDW1
STU1
SNY1
SUN1
SWA1
TBC1
TAB
TAR1
TER1
GIP1-33
GIP34-81
TRO1
THM1
THO1
TIG1
TIM1
TIN1
TOL1
TOM1
TRG1

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
CW
10.3
2.6 medium
CE
13.8
2.0 high
SC
10.4
2.8 medium
SE
9.2
2.9 medium
CE
14.1
2.0 high
SC
10.2
2.7 medium
SE
10.3
2.6 medium
SE
8.1
3.1 medium
CE
13.3
2.3 high
SW
7.1
3.6 medium
SW
9.0
3.0 medium
SE
6.1
3.7 medium
CW
8.8
3.0 medium
SC
7.1
3.3 medium
SC
8.4
3.0 medium
SW
9.4
3.0 medium
SW
10.9
2.8 medium
SW
10.0
3.0 medium
CE
8.2
3.1 medium
CE
8.5
3.0 medium
SC
11.4
2.5 high
CE
5.5
4.0 low
NE
9.8
2.9 medium
SW
5.3
4.0 low
SC
5.9
3.7 low
CE
10.8
2.5 medium
SC
12.5
2.0 high
NE
12.3
2.4 high
NE
13.3
2.0 high
NE
9.1
3.0 medium
CE
10.7
2.3 medium
SE
7.2
3.2 medium
SE
9.7
2.8 medium
CE
10.9
2.6 medium
SW
10.9
2.6 medium
NE
15.3
1.5 high
NE
8.5
3.0 medium
CE
8.4
3.1 medium
CW
11.4
2.3 high
SC
12.7
2.2 high
SE
9.4
2.8 medium
SC
12.0
2.3 high
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ROAD_NAME
TRIGALONG RIVER RD
TUGGERABACH RD east
TUGGERABACH RD west
TULLIBIGEAL RD north
TULLIBIGEAL RD south
TURNERS RD
UGALONG RD
UNNAMED (ICEBOX) RD
UNNAMED RD
UNNAMED SR 371
UNNAMED SR17
VERMONT HILL RD
VERONA RD
WAITOHI LANE
WALKERS HILL RD
WALLACES RD
WAMBOYNE RD
WARDRY BUS RD
WAROONA BACK RD
WAROONA RD
WARRIGAL PARK RD
WATSONS RD
WATTLE HILL LANE
WEELAH RD north
WEJA RD north
WEJA RD south
WELLS ST
WEST MILBY RD
WHITE TANK RD
WHITEGATES RD
WHYMARK LANE
WILGA PLAINS RD
WILGA RIDGE RD
WILGA RIDGE RD SR 63
WILGADALE RD east
WILGADALE RD west
WILKINS RD
WILLIAMS RD
WILLIS LANE
WILLMATHA RD east
WILLMATHA RD west

ROAD
CODE
TRI1
TUG8-31
TUG1-7
TUL1-19
TUL20-39
TUR1
UGA1
UNN2
UNM1
UNN3
UNN1
VERM37
VER1
WAI1
WKH1
WAL1
WAM1
WRD1
WRB1
WAR1
WRR1
WAT1
WHL1
WEE1
WEJ1-26
WEJ27-36
WEL1
WMB1
WTK1
WHG1
WHY1
WGP1
WGA1
WLG1
WGD1-15
WGD1622
WLK1
WLM1
WLS1
WIL28-48
WIL1-27

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
SW
9.7
2.9 medium
SC
11.4
2.5 high
SW
11.4
2.7 high
SC
11.4
2.3 high
SC
9.3
2.9 medium
SE
10.5
3.0 medium
SC
9.6
2.8 medium
SC
11.0
3.0 high
SW
11.8
2.0 high
SE
5.5
4.0 low
NE
14.0
2.0 high
NW
11.5
2.4 high
CE
14.7
2.1 high
CE
7.8
3.0 medium
NW
7.4
3.2 medium
SC
9.8
2.8 medium
SE
10.0
2.8 medium
SC
11.6
2.2 high
NE
13.3
2.0 high
NE
8.2
3.3 medium
SC
10.6
2.5 medium
CW
7.9
3.2 medium
SC
8.2
3.0 medium
SE
11.7
2.4 high
SC
11.9
2.2 high
SC
12.1
2.3 high
SW
5.8
4.0 low
SC
12.6
2.3 high
NE
11.0
2.6 high
CE
10.5
3.0 medium
SC
8.3
3.0 medium
SC
10.8
2.7 medium
CE
10.9
2.5 medium
CE
10.3
2.6 medium
SW
11.0
2.3 high
SW
9.9
2.7 medium
SE
SE
CE
CE
CE

10.7
4.5
8.7
11.5
13.3
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2.4
4.5
3.2
2.4
2.2

medium
low
medium
high
high

ASSESSMENT OF ROADS OVERVIEW

ROAD_NAME
WILLOW BEND RD
WIRRINUN RD
WONGA RD
WONGALEA RD
WOODS RD
WORLANDS RD
WORTHINGTONS LANE
WYALONG RD east1
WYALONG RD east2
WYALONG RD west
WYLONA RD
WYOMING RD
YADDRA RD
YAMBORA RD
YARRAN RD
YARRANGROVE RD
YELKIN RD
YELLOW BOX RD
YETHERA RD

ROAD
CODE
WLW1
WIR1
WON1
WNG1
WOO1
WRL1
WOR1
WYA41-55
WYA24-40
WYA1-23
WYL1
WYO1
YAD1
YAM1
YAR1
YAR1
YEL1
YELB1
YET1

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
SHIRE
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SECTION
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
CE
9.6
2.6 medium
CW
10.0
2.8 medium
NE
7.8
3.1 medium
SC
7.7
3.3 medium
SE
6.1
3.9 medium
SC
12.3
2.3 high
CE
7.7
3.3 medium
SC
7.2
3.4 medium
SC
5.8
4.0 low
SW
7.7
3.3 medium
CW
13.0
2.0 high
NW
8.5
3.0 medium
SC
8.4
3.2 medium
CE
11.7
2.5 high
SW
9.0
3.0 medium
NE
16.5
2.0 high
SW
8.7
3.1 medium
CE
12.0
2.0 high
NE
12.7
2.2 high

Prioritisation for Roadside Rehabilitation of Vegetation
Lachlan Shire was divided into seven management sections (see Figure 1):








Northwest (13 road management segments)
Northeast (55 road management segments)
Central east (89 road management segments)
Central west (34 road management segments)
Southwest (67 road management segments)
South central (71 road management segments)
Southeast (55 road management segments)

For some roads there were distinct differences in land use or roadside vegetation condition, and the
road was divided into management segments. A works prioritisation table is provided for each
section of the region that gives a summary overview of each road/segment, and indicates whether
there are Endangered Ecological Communities (EECs), Threatened Species (TS) or Threatened
Populations (TPs) present. For roads or road segments with any of these high conservation value
assets that are not already scored as high conservation value roadside vegetation, the segment is
classed as “special management”, and is accorded a management priority similar to high
conservation value roadside vegetation. Average scores for conservation rankings and recovery
potential are provided, and have been used to derive the works priority ranking.
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ASSESSMENT OF ROADS OVERVIEW
Colour coding has been used to give a quick visual indication of the current condition (conservation
value and recovery potential) along with the works priority for each road. At the start of each section
is a summary table that uses the following colour codes (Table 3), and then each road report card
uses an additional colour code (Table 3). The works priority colour codes match those used in the
mapping and the Roadside Management Guidelines booklet (see Figure 2, and others), and were
developed in conjunction with environmental staff and road crews at Mid-Western Regional Council.

So, for works prioritisation, RED= STOP WHAT YOU ARE DOING and
check for special considerations, YELLOW =PROCEED WITH CAUTION,
and GREEN = GO AHEAD AND WORK according to the normal
guidelines.
Table 2 Colour codes used in rankings for conservation value, recovery potential and works priority in report card tables

RANKING
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
SPECIAL
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION VALUE
4.0 – 5.0
2.6 – 3.9
1.0 – 2.5
(report card only)

RECOVERY POTENTIAL
0 – 6.0
6.1 – 10.9
>11.0
(report card only)

WORKS PRIORITY

Roads with very good or good conservation rankings and high recovery potential have the highest
works priority. Special management roads, in particular, can be selected for works based on their
existing condition as well as their recovery potential, allowing the roads where the best results can
be achieved more readily to be targeted first. Special management roads that are in poor or very
poor condition to start with will require a greater investment of time and money to achieve good
rehabilitation outcomes.

Councils need to balance the needs of the travelling public with a range of environmental
legislative requirements, which includes native vegetation management
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NORTH WEST SECTION
North West Section

Overview of road network
A total of 13 road segments were assessed for the North West Section of Lachlan Shire (Figure 2).

1

NORTH WEST SECTION
Figure 2. Overview of road network in the North West Section of Lachlan Shire

Prioritised list of roads in North West Section
Roads and road segments in the North West Section of Lachlan Shire were prioritised initially based
on Recovery Potential, and then on average Conservation Ranking (Table 3). This should be used to
guide the allocation of funding and resources for roadside rehabilitation works in the part of the
Region. Roads with EECs and threatened species have been identified as requiring special
management, regardless of their prioritisation category (indicated on that road’s report card in the
following sections). Additional care should be taken to ensure that no further degradation of
roadside vegetation occurs along these roads.

Remember, for works prioritisation, RED= STOP WHAT YOU ARE
DOING and check for special considerations, YELLOW =PROCEED
WITH CAUTION, and GREEN = GO AHEAD AND WORK according to
the normal guidelines.
Table 3. Prioritised list of roads or road segments for North West Section of Lachlan Shire

ROAD NAME

TS/EEC
PRESENT

POLYGONS

BOBADAH RD west

BOB31-46

EREMERAN RD

ERE1

HENRY PARKES WAY north1

HPW55-72

LINTON RD

LIN1

LOGANS RD

LOG1

MINERAL HILL RD

MIN1

MYAMLEY MINE RD

MMM1

MYAMLEY RD east

MYA1-21

MYAMLEY RD west

MYA22-24

NYNGAN RD

NYN1

VERMONT HILL RD

VERM37

WALKERS HILL RD

WKH1

WYOMING RD

WYO1

EEC present

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
12.4
2.3
high
10.9

2.6

medium

EEC present

11.4

2.5

high

EEC present

14

2

high

13.5

2

high

12.5

2

high

8.5

3

medium

9.6

2.8

medium

10.2

2.7

medium

11.2

2.5

high

11.5

2.4

high

EEC present

7.4

3.2

medium

EEC present

8.5

3

medium

EEC present
EEC present
EEC present

The following sections provide descriptions of road classification, roadside vegetation, surrounding
landuse, special features (such as threatened species or Endangered Ecological Communities),
Conservation Ranking (derived), Recovery Potential (calculated), and Prioritisation Score (ranked),
along with prioritised rehabilitation works for each road or road segment.
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NORTH WEST SECTION
North West Section Roads
Bobadah Rd west

Figure 3. Recovery potential along Bobadah Rd west– (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 4. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bobadah Rd west

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.4 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, roadside corridor is variably unfenced or fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or scattered trees, with some intact patches
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Box – Gum Grassy Woodland
Box Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Eremeran Rd

Figure 4. Recovery potential along Eremeran Rd– (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 5. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation Eremeran Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.9 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant vegetation or cleared and grazed with scattered trees
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Coolibah - Yarran Open Forest
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Henry Parkes Way north1

Figure 5. Recovery potential along Henry Parkes Way north1– (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 6. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Henry Parkes Way north1

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or occasionally fenced at
6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed with scattered trees and areas of good bushland
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
White Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Linton Rd

Figure 6. Recovery potential along Linton Rd– (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 7. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Linton Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
14 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland, or intact patches
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Logans Rd

Figure 7. Recovery potential along Logans Rd– (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 8. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Logans Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.5 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed with scattered trees
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Mineral Hill Rd

Figure 8. Recovery potential along Mineral Hill Rd– (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 9. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation Mineral Hill Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Myamley Mine Rd

Figure 9. Recovery potential along Myamley Mine Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 10. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Myamley Mine Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Myamley Rd east

Figure 10 Recovery potential along Myamley Rd east (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 11 Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation Myamley Rd east

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.6 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Box – Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Myamley Rd west

Figure 11. Recovery potential along Myamley Rd west (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 12. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Myamley Rd west

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.2 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland, cleared and grazed
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry - Mallee Ecotone Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Nyngan Rd

Figure 12. Recovery potential along Nyngan Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 13. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Nyngan Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.2 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced at 621m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped, with scattered trees and some intact patches
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran-Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Box-Gum Grassy Woodlands
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Vermont Hill Rd

Figure 13. Recovery potential along Vermont Hill Rd - (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 14. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation Vermont Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.5 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Poplar Box – Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box – Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box – Yarran Woodland
Coolibah – Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Walkers Hill Rd

Figure 14. Recovery potential along Walkers Hill Rd (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 15. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Walkers Hill Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.4 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland, some intact patches, or cleared and grazed
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark Forest
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH WEST SECTION
Wyoming Rd

Figure 15. Recovery potential along Wyoming Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 16. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Wyoming Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed with scattered trees
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION

North East Section

Overview of road network
A total of 55 road segments were assessed for the North East Section of Lachlan Shire (Figure 16).
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Figure 16. Overview of road network in the North East Section of Lachlan Shire

Prioritised list of roads in North East Section
Roads and road segments in the North East Section of Lachlan Shire were prioritised initially based
on Recovery Potential, and then on average Conservation Ranking (Table 17). This should be used to
guide the allocation of funding and resources for roadside rehabilitation works in the part of the
Region. Roads with EECs and threatened species have been identified as requiring special
management, regardless of their prioritisation category (indicated on that road’s report card in the
following sections). Additional care should be taken to ensure that no further degradation of
roadside vegetation occurs along these roads.

Remember, for works prioritisation, RED= STOP WHAT YOU ARE
DOING and check for special considerations, YELLOW =PROCEED
WITH CAUTION, and GREEN = GO AHEAD AND WORK according to
the normal guidelines.
Table 17. Prioritised list of roads or road segments for North East Section of Lachlan Shire

ROAD NAME

POLYGON
S

TS/EEC
PRESENT

ROAD
RECOVER
Y SCORE

ADAMS RD

ADA1

EEC present

14

AVOCA RD

AVO1

EEC present

14.6

BELMORE RD

BEL1

BILGOLA RD

BLG1

BILLANDARY RD

BIL1

BOBADAH RD east1

BOB1-21

BOBADAH RD east2

EEC present

ROAD
WORKS
PRIORIT
Y
2 high

ROAD
CONSERVATIO
N SCORE

2 high

8.5

3.1 medium

13

2.3 high

10.5

2.7 medium

EEC present

9.5

2.8 medium

BOB22-30

EEC present

11.5

2.2 high

BOGAN WAY north1

BOG1-25

EEC present

10.9

2.4 medium

BOGAN WAY north2

BOG26-53

EEC present

12.2

2.3 high

BOGAN WAY south1

BOG54-72

EEC present

11.7

2.4 high

BOGAN WAY south2

BOG73-88

EEC present

12.7

2.3 high

BULBODNEY CREEK RD

BUL1

EEC present

7.2

3.3 medium

BUSHOME RD

BUS1

EEC present

8.7

2.9 medium

CADARA RD

CAD1

EEC present

13

2.3 high

CAJILDRY RD

CAJ1

CURRAN PARK RD

CPK1

CURRAWONG RD north

10.4

2.8 medium

EEC present

8

3.3 medium

CUR7-11

EEC present

8.1

3.4 medium

CURRAWONG RD south

CUR1-6

EEC present

11.6

2.2 high

DANDALOO RD

DAN1

EEC present

12.8

2.4 high

EAST WOODLANDS RD

EWD1

EEC present

9.4

GLENINGA RD

GLE1

EEC present

11.5

17

2.8 medium
2.4 high

NORTH EAST SECTION

HILLSIDE RD

HIL1

EEC present

12.3

ROAD
WORKS
PRIORIT
Y
2.4 high

HUNTS RD

HUN1

EEC present

9

3.1 medium

JUMBLE PLAINS RD east

JUM1-19

EEC present

12.1

2.4 high

KALUDAH RD

KAL1

EEC present

10.5

2.6 medium

KERRIWAH RD north

KER23-43

EEC present

11.3

2.5 high

KERRIWAH RD south

KER1-22

EEC present

14

2 high

LANSDALE RD

LAN1

EEC present

12.5

2.4 high

LARKINGS RD

LAR1

EEC present

13.1

2.3 high

LONE WILGA RD

LWG1

EEC present

11.2

2.5 high

LUNARIA RD

LUN1

EEC present

9.3

3 medium

MEADOWVIEW RD

MDW1

EEC present

10.8

2.7 medium

MELROSE RD east

MEL1-25

EEC present

12.9

2.2 high

MIDDLEFIELD RD

MID1

EEC present

8.9

MILLRIDGE RD

MIL1

EEC present

12.3

MINEMOORANG RD

MIN14

EEC present

8.9

3.1 medium

MOIRA VALE RD east

MOI1-27

EEC present

10.8

2.7 medium

MOIRA VALE RD west

MOI28-46

EEC present

11.3

2.5 high

NATIVE DOG RD

NDG1

EEC present

16

1.7 high

PIETSCHS RD

PIE1

EEC present

16

2 high

QUEENS PLAINS RD

QPL1

EEC present

12.5

2.3 high

RACECOURSE RD

RAC1

STRUDWICKS RD

SDW1

TABRATONG CROSSING RD

TBC1

TABRATONG SF RD

TAB

TARBOLTON RD

TAR1

EEC present

9.1

THOMPSONS RD

THO1

EEC present

15.3

TIGERS CREEK RD

TIG1

EEC present

8.5

3 medium

UNNAMED SR17

UNN1

EEC present

14

2 high

WAROONA BACK RD

WRB1

EEC present

13.3

2 high

WAROONA RD

WAR1

EEC present

8.2

3.3 medium

WHITE TANK RD

WTK1

EEC present

11

2.6 high

WONGA RD

WON1

7.8

3.1 medium

YARRANGROVE RD

YAR1

EEC present

16.5

2 high

YETHERA RD

YET1

EEC present

12.7

2.2 high

ROAD NAME

POLYGON
S

TS/EEC
PRESENT

ROAD
RECOVER
Y SCORE

ROAD
CONSERVATIO
N SCORE

3.1 medium
2.3 high

10

2.8 medium

EEC present

9.8

2.9 medium

EEC present

12.3

2.4 high

13.3

2 high
3 medium
1.5 high

The following sections provide descriptions of road classification, roadside vegetation, surrounding
landuse, special features (such as threatened species or Endangered Ecological Communities),
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Conservation Ranking (derived), Recovery Potential (calculated), and Prioritisation Score (ranked),
along with prioritised rehabilitation works for each road or road segment.
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NORTH EAST SECTION
North East Section Roads
Adams Rd

Figure 17. Recovery potential along Adams Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 18. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Adams Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
14.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped, with some intact patches
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Avoca Rd

Figure 18. Recovery potential along Avoca Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 19. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Avoca Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
14.6 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches of bushland, or cleared and grazed
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Box – Gum Grassy Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry - Mallee Ecotone Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Belmore Rd

Figure 19. Recovery potential along Belmore Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 20. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Belmore Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced at 621m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Gum Forest/Woodland
Poplar Box -Coolibah Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Bilgola Rd

Figure 20. Recovery potential along Bilgola Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 21. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bilgola Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed with scattered trees and intact patches
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Billandary Rd

Figure 21. Recovery potential along Billandary Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 22. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Billandary Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one or two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared and grazed with scattered trees and intact patches
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Bobadah Rd east1

Figure 22. Recovery potential along Bobadah Rd east1- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 23. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bobadah Rd east1

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed or sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared and grazed with scattered trees and some intact patches
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Bobadah Rd east2

Figure 23. Recovery potential along Bobadah Rd east2- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 24. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bobadah Rd east2

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.5 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed or sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with scattered trees and some intact patches
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Bogan Way north1

Figure 24. Recovery potential along Bogan Way north1- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 25. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bogan Way north1

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.9 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland areas and intact patches, with cleared areas that are grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Weeping Myall Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Bogan Way north2

Figure 25. Recovery potential along Bogan Way north2- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 26. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bogan Way north2

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.2 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Forest
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Ironbark Dry Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Bogan Way south1

Figure 26. Recovery potential along Bogan Way south1- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 27. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bogan Way south1

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.7 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Forest
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Bogan Way south2

Figure 27. Recovery potential along Bogan Way south2- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 28. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bogan Way south2

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.7 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Forest
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Bulbodney Creek Rd

Figure 28. Recovery potential along Bulbodney Creek Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 29. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bulbodney Creek Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.2 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry - Mallee Ecotone Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Bushome Rd

Figure 29. Recovery potential along Bushome Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 30. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bushome Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.7 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Cadara Rd

Figure 30. Recovery potential along Cadara Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 31. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Cadara Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Cajildry Rd

Figure 31. Recovery potential along Cajildry Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 32. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Cajildry Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.4 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Curran Park Rd

Figure 32. Recovery potential along Curran Park Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 33. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Curran Park Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.0 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Currawong Rd north

Figure 33. Recovery potential along Currawong Rd north- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 34. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Currawong Rd north

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.1 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m or
unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Currawong Rd south

Figure 34. Recovery potential along Currawong Rd south- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 35. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Currawong Rd south

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.6 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box -Coolibah Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Dandaloo Rd

Figure 35. Recovery potential along Dandaloo Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 36. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Dandaloo Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.8 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
East Woodlands Rd

Figure 36. Recovery potential along East Woodlands Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 37. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – East Woodlands Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.4 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped, with some scattered trees
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Gleninga Rd

Figure 37. Recovery potential along Gleninga Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 38. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Gleninga Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared or partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Hillside Rd

Figure 38. Recovery potential along Hillside Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 39. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Hillside Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.3 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared or partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box – Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Hunts Rd

Figure 39. Recovery potential along Hunts Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 40. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Hunts Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.0 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or fenced at 6-21m
both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or with some scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Jumble Plains Rd east

Figure 40. Recovery potential along Jumble Plains Rd east- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 41. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Jumble Plains Rd east

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.1 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches or cleared/partially cleared, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
White Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Gum Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
Box-Gum Woodland
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Kaludah Rd

Figure 41. Recovery potential along Kaludah Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 42. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Kaludah Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Gum Forest/Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry - Mallee Ecotone Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Kerriwah Rd north

Figure 42. Recovery potential along Kerriwah Rd north- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 43. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Kerriwah Rd north

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.3 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed or unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Forest
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Box - Ironbark Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Kerriwah Rd south

Figure 43. Recovery potential along Kerriwah Rd south- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 44. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Kerriwah Rd south

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
14.0 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed/sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Lansdale Rd

Figure 44. Recovery potential along Lansdale Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 45. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Lansdale Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.5 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed/unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches or cleared with scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Larkings Rd and Unnamed Rd SR17

Figure 45. Recovery potential along Larkings Rd and Unnamed Rd SR17- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 46. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Larkings Rd and Unnamed Rd SR17

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.1 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared with intact patches or scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Lone Wilga Rd

Figure 46. Recovery potential along Lone Wilga Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 47. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Lone Wilga Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.2 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, or cleared with scattered trees and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box -Coolibah Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Lunaria Rd

Figure 47. Recovery potential along Lunaria Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 48. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Lunaria Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced or unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared or partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Box -Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Meadowview Rd

Figure 48. Recovery potential along Meadowview Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 49. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Meadowview Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland, intact patches, partially cleared or cleared with scattered trees, and grazed
or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Coolibah Open Forest






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Melrose Rd east

Figure 49. Recovery potential along Melrose Rd east- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 50. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Melrose Rd east

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.9 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed or unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 621m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant bushland, intact patches or cleared with scattered trees and grazed or
cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Middlefield Rd

Figure 50. Recovery potential along Middlefield Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 51. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Middlefield Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.9 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared or partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Millridge Rd

Figure 51. Recovery potential along Millridge Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 52. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Millridge Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.3 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box -Coolibah Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Minemoorang Rd

Figure 52. Recovery potential along Minemoorang Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 53. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Minemoorang Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.9 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box-Gum Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Moira Vale Rd east

Figure 53. Recovery potential along Moira Vale Rd east- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 54. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Moira Vale Rd east

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Moira Vale Rd west

Figure 54. Recovery potential along Moira Vale Rd west- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 55. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Moira Vale Rd west

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.3 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared with scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Box -Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry - Mallee Ecotone Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Native Dog Rd

Figure 55. Recovery potential along Native Dog Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 56. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Native Dog Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
1.7 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
16.0 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Pietschs Rd

Figure 56. Recovery potential along Pietschs Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 57. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Pietschs Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
16.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared with scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Queens Plains Rd

Figure 57. Recovery potential along Queens Plains Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 58. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Queens Plains Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.5 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one to two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared with some intact patches, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Racecourse Rd

Figure 58. Recovery potential along Racecourse Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 59. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Racecourse Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.0 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches or partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Strudwicks Rd

Figure 59. Recovery potential along Strudwicks Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 60. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Strudwicks Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one to two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably
fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Ironbark - Gum Forest
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Tabratong Crossing Rd

Figure 60. Recovery potential along Tabratong Crossing Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 61. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Tabratong Crossing Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.3 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches or cleared with scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box -Weeping Myall Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Tabratong SF Rd

Figure 61. Recovery potential along Tabratong SF Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 62. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Tabratong SF Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.3 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland and intact patches, cleared and grazed, forestry
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Tarbolton Rd

Figure 62. Recovery potential along Tarbolton Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 63. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Tarbolton Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.1 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Thompsons Rd

Figure 63. Recovery potential along Thompsons Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 64. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Thompsons Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
1.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
15.3 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches of bushland with some cleared areas with scattered trees, and grazed or
cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Tigers Creek Rd

Figure 64. Recovery potential along Tigers Creek Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 65. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Tigers Creek Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared or partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Mallee Ecotone Dry Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Waroona Back Rd

Figure 65. Recovery potential along Waroona Back Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 66. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Waroona Back Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.3 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches of bushland, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Waroona Rd

Figure 66. Recovery potential along Waroona Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 67. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Waroona Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.2 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced at up
to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared with scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
White Tank Rd

Figure 67. Recovery potential along White Tank Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 68. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – White Tank Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.0 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Wonga Rd

Figure 68. Recovery potential along Wonga Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 69. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Wonga Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box -Coolibah Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Yarrangrove Rd

Figure 69. Recovery potential along Yarrangrove Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 70. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Yarrangrove Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
16.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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NORTH EAST SECTION
Yethera Rd

Figure 70. Recovery potential along Yethera Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 71. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Yethera Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.7 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Gum Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Central West Section

Overview of road network
A total of 34 road segments were assessed for the Central West Section of Lachlan Shire (Figure 71).

Figure 71. Overview of road network in the Central West Section of Lachlan Shire
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Prioritised list of roads in Central West Section
Roads and road segments in Central West Section of Lachlan Shire were prioritised initially based on
Recovery Potential, and then on average Conservation Ranking. This should be used to guide the
allocation of funding and resources for roadside rehabilitation works in the part of the region. Roads
with EECs and threatened species have been identified as requiring special management, regardless
of their prioritisation category (indicated on that road’s report card in the following sections).
Additional care should be taken to ensure that no further degradation of roadside vegetation occurs
along these roads.

Remember, for works prioritisation, RED= STOP WHAT YOU ARE
DOING and check for special considerations, YELLOW =PROCEED
WITH CAUTION, and GREEN = GO AHEAD AND WORK according to
the normal guidelines.
Table 72. Prioritised list of roads or road segments for Central West Section of Lachlan Shire

ROAD NAME

POLYGON

TS/EEC
PRESENT

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
8.8
3 medium

ARUNDEL RD

ARU1

EEC present

BENSONS RD

BEN1

EEC present

8.4

3.1 medium

BIMBELLA RD

BIM1

EEC present

8.4

3.1 medium

DELLADALE LANE

DEL1

6.1

3.8 medium

EULANDOOL RD

EUN1

8.8

3 medium

GILGAIS RD

GLG1

10.5

2.5 medium

GLENDERRY RD

GLD1

10.7

2.6 medium

GLENLEE RD

GLN1

6.5

3.5 medium

GOOMA RD

GOO1

11.9

2.4 high

HENRY PARKES WAY north2

HPW41-54

EEC present

12.4

2.3 high

HENRY PARKES WAY north3

HPW20-40

EEC present

12

2.3 high

KIACATOO RD east

KIA33-58

EEC present

6.6

3.6 medium

KIACATOO RD west

KIA1-32

EEC present

7.6

3.3 medium

KIARGATHUR RD

KRG1

EEC present

8.5

2.9 medium

KIRKS RD
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
centre1
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
centre2
MELROSE PLAINS RD west

KRK1

EEC present

10.8

2.7 medium

LVW74-123 EEC present

8

3.1 medium
2.9 medium

MICABIL RD

MIC

MOONBAH LANE

MOO1

MOONEYS LANE
MOWABLA RD

EEC present

LVW41-73

EEC present

9.1

MLP1-34

EEC present

12.6

2.3 high

11.5

2 high

EEC present

11.7

2.2 high

MOY1

EEC present

9.8

2.8 medium

MOW1

EEC present

10.3

2.7 medium
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION

ROAD NAME

POLYGON

TS/EEC
PRESENT
EEC present

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
10.4
2.7 medium

MUMBIL TANK RD

MUM1

NEEDLEWOOD BACK RD

NEB1

NEEDLEWOOD RD north

NEE1-7

NEEDLEWOOD RD south

NEE8-27

NORTH RIVER RD

NRV1

PALESTHAN RD

PAL1

ROSEDALE RD

RSD1

SILO RD

SLO1

TINDA TANK RD

TIN1

11.4

WATSONS RD

WAT1

7.9

3.2 medium

WIRRINUN RD

WIR1

10

2.8 medium

WYLONA RD

WYL1

13

EEC present
EEC present
EEC present

7.3

3.4 medium

10.9

2.3 medium

7.3

3.4 medium

10.7

2.3 medium

11.1

2.6 high

10.3

2.6 medium

8.8

3 medium
2.3 high

2 high

The following sections provide descriptions of road classification, roadside vegetation, surrounding
landuse, special features (such as threatened species or Endangered Ecological Communities),
Conservation Ranking (derived), Recovery Potential (calculated), and Prioritisation Score (ranked),
along with prioritised rehabilitation works for each road or road segment.

Figure 72 Roadside vegetation assets may include indigenous and European scar trees
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Central West Section Roads
Arundel Rd

Figure 73. Recovery potential along Arundel Rd (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 73. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Arundel Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran – Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Bensons Rd

Figure 74. Recovery potential along Bensons Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 74. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bensons Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.4 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Bimbella Rd

Figure 75. Recovery potential along Bimbella Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 75. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bimbella Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.4 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Delladale Lane

Figure 76. Recovery potential along Delladale Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 76. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Delladale Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.1 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared with scattered trees and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Mallee Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Eulandool Rd

Figure 77. Recovery potential along Eulandool Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 77. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Eulandool Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared or partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Yarran Open Forest
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Gilgais Rd

Figure 78. Recovery potential along Gilgais Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 78. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Gilgais Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Glenderry Rd

Figure 79. Recovery potential along Glenderry Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 79. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Glenderry Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Glenlee Rd

Figure 80. Recovery potential along Glenlee Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 80. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Glenlee Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.5 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Gooma Rd

Figure 81. Recovery potential along Gooma Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 81. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Gooma Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.9 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches or cleared with scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Henry Parkes Way north2

Figure 82. Recovery potential along Henry Parkes Way north2- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 82. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Henry Parkes Way north2

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.4 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Gum Woodland
Yarran - Ironbark Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Mallee Ecotone Dry Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Ironbark Dry Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Henry Parkes Way north3

Figure 83. Recovery potential along Henry Parkes Way north3- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 83. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Henry Parkes Way north3

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.0 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Ironbark Dry Woodland
Box - Coolibah Woodland
Coolibah - Yarran Open Forest
Box - Mallee Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Kiacatoo Rd east

Figure 84. Recovery potential along Kiacatoo Rd east- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 84. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Kiacatoo Rd east

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.6 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches and scattered trees or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Black Box Woodland
Box woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Kiacatoo Rd west

Figure 85. Recovery potential along Kiacatoo Rd west- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 85. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Kiacatoo Rd west

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.6 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced, or variably fenced at 621m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches and scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Mallee Ecotone Dry Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Black Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Kiargathur Rd

Figure 86. Recovery potential along Kiargathur Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 86. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Kiargathur Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Kirks Rd

Figure 87. Recovery potential along Kirks Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 87. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Kirks Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.8 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one or two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Lachlan Valley Way centre1

Figure 88. Recovery potential along Lachlan Valley Way centre1- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 88. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Lachlan Valley Way centre1

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.0 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Black Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Gum Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Lachlan Valley Way centre2

Figure 89. Recovery potential along Lachlan Valley Way centre1- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 89. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Lachlan Valley Way centre1

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.1 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Gum Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Box woodland
Black Box - Yarran Woodland
Black Box Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Mallee Ecotone Dry Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Melrose Plains Rd west

Figure 90. Recovery potential along Melrose Plains Rd west- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 90. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Melrose Plains Rd west

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.6 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, remnant bushland, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - River Red Gum Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Micabil Rd

Figure 91. Recovery potential along Micabil Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 91. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Micabil Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.6 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Mallee Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Moonbah Lane

Figure 92. Recovery potential along Moonbah Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 92. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Moonbah Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.7 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Mooneys Lane

Figure 93. Recovery potential along Mooneys Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 93. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Mooneys Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant bushland, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Mowabla Rd

Figure 94. Recovery potential along Mowabla Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 94. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Mowabla Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Coolibah Open Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Mumbil Tank Rd

Figure 95. Recovery potential along Mumbil Tank Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 95. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Mumbil Tank Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.4 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant bushland, partially cleared with scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or
cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Needlewood Back Rd

Figure 96. Recovery potential along Needlewood Back Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 96. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Needlewood Back Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Needlewood Rd north

Figure 97. Recovery potential along Needlewood Rd north- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 97. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Needlewood Rd north

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.9 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Needlewood Rd south

Figure 98. Recovery potential along Needlewood Rd south- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 98. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Needlewood Rd south

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches of bushland, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
North River Rd

Figure 99. Recovery potential along North River Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 99. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – North River Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.7 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Palesthan Rd

Figure 100. Recovery potential along Palesthan Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 100. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Palesthan Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.1 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed or unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant bushland, intact patches, partially cleared with scattered trees, or cleared
and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Box - Coolibah Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Fuzzy Box - River Red Gum Woodland/Forest
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Coolibah Open Forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Rosedale Rd

Figure 101. Recovery potential along Rosedale Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 101. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Rosedale Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or fenced at 6-21m
both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box - Gum Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Silo Rd

Figure 102. Recovery potential along Silo Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 102. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Silo Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches or cleared with scattered trees, industrial development
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Tinda Tank Rd

Figure 103. Recovery potential along Tinda Tank Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 103. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Tinda Tank Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared with scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Watsons Rd

Figure 104. Recovery potential along Watsons Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 104. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Watsons Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.9 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant bushland, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Wirrinun Rd

Figure 105. Recovery potential along Wirrinun Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 105. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Wirrinun Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.0 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant bushland, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL WEST SECTION
Wylona Rd

Figure 106. Recovery potential along Wylona Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 106. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Wylona Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.0 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared with scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Central East Section

Overview of road network
A total of 89 road segments were assessed for the Central East Section of Lachlan Shire (Figure 2).

Figure 107. Overview of road network in the Central East Section of Lachlan Shire
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Prioritised list of roads in Central East Section
Roads and road segments in the Central East Section of Lachlan Shire were prioritised initially based
on Recovery Potential, and then on average Conservation Ranking (Table 107). This should be used
to guide the allocation of funding and resources for roadside rehabilitation works in the part of the
Region. Roads with EECs and threatened species have been identified as requiring special
management, regardless of their prioritisation category (indicated on that road’s report card in the
following sections). Additional care should be taken to ensure that no further degradation of
roadside vegetation occurs along these roads.

Remember, for works prioritisation, RED= STOP WHAT YOU ARE
DOING and check for special considerations, YELLOW =PROCEED
WITH CAUTION, and GREEN = GO AHEAD AND WORK according to
the normal guidelines.
Table 107. Prioritised list of roads or road segments for Central East Section of Lachlan Shire

ROAD NAME

POLYGONS

TS/EEC
PRESENT

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
8
3.5 medium

AERODROME RD

AER1

AIRPORT RD

AIR1

EEC present

8.9

3 medium

ALAGALA RD
BACK TULLAMORE RD
north
BACK TULLAMORE RD
south
BERRYS RD

ALA1

EEC present

16

2 high

BTU1-14

EEC present

11.2

2.4 high

BTU15-28

EEC present

11.3

2.4 high

BER1

EEC present

9.6

BLOOMFIELD RD

BLO1

EEC present

11.9

2.5 high

BLOWES RD

BLW1

EEC present

13

2 high

BOLAMS RD

BOL1

15

2 high

BONNY DOON LANE

BON1

EEC present

8.4

3.2 medium

BOONA RD north

BOO1-20

EEC present

10.2

2.7 medium

BOONA RD south

BOO21-44

EEC present

10.4

2.6 medium

BRAALGHY RD

BRA1

EEC present

11.7

2.3 high

BROWNS LANE

BRN1

4.9

4.3 low

BURANDO RD

BUR1

EEC present

11.7

2.4 high

BYONG RD

BYO1

EEC present

11.8

2.2 high

CARAWATHA RD

CAR1

EEC present

8.2

CARLISLE RD

CRL1

EEC present

11.4

2.5 high

CINCINATTI RD

CIN1

EEC present

13.4

2.3 high

CONDOBOLIN RD

CON1

EEC present

12.2

2.4 high

COOPERS LANE

COP1

EEC present

12

2 high

CRAIG END LANE

CRG1

EEC present

8.8
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2.9 medium

3.4 medium

2.8 medium

CENTRAL EAST SECTION

ROAD NAME

POLYGONS

TS/EEC
PRESENT
EEC present

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
10
2.5 medium

DERRIWONG RD

DER1

DIGGERS AVENUE

DIG1

8.5

EARLS RD

EAR1

4.7

4.3 low

ELSMORE RD

ELS1

EEC present

11.4

2.4 high

EULIGAL LANE

EUL1

EEC present

10.1

2.6 medium

FIFIELD RD north1

FIF1-19

EEC present

8.2

3.2 medium

FIFIELD RD north2

FIF20-45

EEC present

9.5

2.8 medium

FIFIELD RD south1

FIF46-63

EEC present

10.1

2.9 medium

FIFIELD RD south2

FIF64-76

EEC present

9.7

2.8 medium

FOREST RD

FOR1

EEC present

7

3.3 medium

GILLENBINE RD

GLB1

EEC present

11.1

2.5 high

GILLENBONE LANE

GIL

EEC present

13

2 high

GOBONDERY RD

GOB1

EEC present

11.2

2.6 high

GOLF LINKS RD

GLF1

EEC present

12.5

2 high

GUM BEND RD

GUM1

HADLEY DOWNS RD

HAD1

HALLS RD

HAL1

HASSANS LANE
HENRY PARKES WAY
east2
HOCKEYS RD

HAS1

3 medium

10.8

2.7 medium

13.6

2.3 high

3.5

5 low

EEC present

12

2.5 high

HPW14-19

EEC present

7.4

3.3 medium

HOC1

EEC present

10.3

2.7 medium

HOCKNEYS LANE

HOK1

EEC present

14

JONES LANE

JON1

EEC present

9

JUMBLE PLAINS RD west

JUM20-37

EEC present

13.3

2.1 high

KADUNGLE RD

KAD1

EEC present

13.7

2 high

LARA LANE

LRA1

EEC present

10.9

2.4 medium

LORRAINE LANE

LOR1

EEC present

11.1

2.4 high

MAITLAND RD

MAI1

EEC present

12.5

2 high

MATHEWS RD

MAT1

EEC present

8.1

MELROSE PLAINS RD east

MLP35-65

EEC present

11.1

2.6 high

MELROSE RD west

MEL26-61

EEC present

14.2

2.1 high

MIDLANDS RD

MDL1

EEC present

9.3

MINES RD

MNS1

EEC present

11.5

2.3 high

MT TILGA RD

MTT1

EEC present

11.9

2.2 high

MURRUMBOGIE RD

MUR1

EEC present

12

2.5 high

NORTH FORBES RD

NFB1

EEC present

7.4

3.2 medium

O'DEAS RD

ODE1

EEC present

13.5

2 high

OOTHA RD

OOT1

EEC present

12.3

2.1 high

OPPY LANE

OPP1

EEC present

10.5

EEC present
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2 high
3 medium

3.1 medium

2.8 medium

3 medium

CENTRAL EAST SECTION

ROAD NAME

POLYGONS

TS/EEC
PRESENT

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
4.3
4.5 low

OPPY RD

OPP2

PLATINA RD

PLA1

POTTS LANE

POT1

RED HEART RD east

RED18-41

EEC present

12.6

2.3 high

RED HEART RD west

RED1-17

EEC present

12.9

2.4 high

REYNELLA RD

REY1

8.3

3 medium

RIDGELANDS RD

RID1

9.5

2.8 medium

ROSEHILL LANE

ROS1

EEC present

13.8

2 high

SARSFIELD RD

SAR1

EEC present

14.1

2 high

SHANKLIN LANE

SHA1

EEC present

13.3

2.3 high

SPRINGVALE RD north

SPR20-37

EEC present

8.2

3.1 medium

SPRINGVALE RD south

SPR1-19

EEC present

8.5

3 medium

STOCK BRIDGE RD

STB1

5.5

4 low

SUNRISE RD

SUN1

EEC present

10.8

2.5 medium

TERRYS RD

TER1

EEC present

10.7

2.3 medium

THE TROFFS RD

TRO1

EEC present

10.9

2.6 medium

TIMMINS LANE

TIM1

EEC present

8.4

3.1 medium

VERONA RD

VER1

EEC present

14.7

WAITOHI LANE

WAI1

EEC present

7.8

3 medium

WHITEGATES RD

WHG1

EEC present

10.5

3 medium

WILGA RIDGE RD

WGA1

EEC present

10.9

2.5 medium

WILGA RIDGE RD SR 63

WLG1

EEC present

10.3

2.6 medium

WILLIS LANE

WLS1

EEC present

8.7

3.2 medium

WILLMATHA RD east

WIL28-48

EEC present

11.5

2.4 high

WILLMATHA RD west

WIL1-27

EEC present

13.3

2.2 high

WILLOW BEND RD

WLW1

EEC present

9.6

2.6 medium

WORTHINGTONS LANE

WOR1

7.7

3.3 medium

YAMBORA RD

YAM1

EEC present

11.7

2.5 high

YELLOW BOX RD

YELB1

EEC present

12

2 high

EEC present

11.3
9.2

2.5 high
3 medium

2.1 high

The following sections provide descriptions of road classification, roadside vegetation, surrounding
landuse, special features (such as threatened species or Endangered Ecological Communities),
Conservation Ranking (derived), Recovery Potential (calculated), and Prioritisation Score (ranked),
along with prioritised rehabilitation works for each road or road segment.
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Central East Section Roads
Aerodrome Rd

Figure 108. Recovery potential along Aerodrome Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 108. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Aerodrome Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.5 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.0 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or fenced at 6-21m
both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Airport Rd

Figure 109. Recovery potential along Airport Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 109. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Airport Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.9 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Alagala Rd

Figure 110. Recovery potential along Alagala Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 110. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Alagala Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
16.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Back Tullamore Rd north

Figure 111. Recovery potential along Back Tullamore Rd north- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 111. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Back Tullamore Rd north

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.2 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Yellow Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Back Tullamore Rd south

Figure 112. Recovery potential along Back Tullamore Rd south- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 112. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Back Tullamore Rd south

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.3 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Berrys Rd

Figure 113. Recovery potential along Berrys Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 113. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Berrys Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.6 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared with scattered trees or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Bloomfield Rd

Figure 114. Recovery potential along Bloomfield Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 114. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bloomfield Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.9 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Blowes Rd

Figure 115. Recovery potential along Blowes Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 115. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Blowes Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland or partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Bolams Rd

Figure 116. Recovery potential along Bolams Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 116. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bolams Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
15.0 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Bonny Doon Lane

Figure 117. Recovery potential along Bonny Doon Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 117. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Bonny Doon Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.4 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Boona Rd north

Figure 118. Recovery potential along Boona Rd north- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 118. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Boona Rd north

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.2 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Boona Rd south

Figure 119. Recovery potential along Boona Rd south- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 119. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Boona Rd south

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.4 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed or sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box – Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Coolibah - Ironbark Forest
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry - Mallee Ecotone Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Braalghy Rd

Figure 120. Recovery potential along Braalghy Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 120. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Braalghy Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.7 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Browns Lane

Figure 121. Recovery potential along Browns Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 121. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Browns Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.3 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
4.9 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Burando Rd

Figure 122. Recovery potential along Burando Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 122. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Burando Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.7 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared with scattered trees or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Box - Ironbark Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Byong Rd

Figure 123. Recovery potential along Byong Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 123. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Byong Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.8 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared with scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Carawatha Rd

Figure 124. Recovery potential along Carawatha Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 124. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Carawatha Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.2 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one or two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m
both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Carlisle Rd

Figure 125. Recovery potential along Carlisle Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 125. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Carlisle Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Ironbark Dry Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Cincinatti Rd

Figure 126. Recovery potential along Cincinatti Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 126. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Cincinatti Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.4 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Condobolin Rd

Figure 127. Recovery potential along Condobolin Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 127. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Condobolin Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.2 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed or unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 621m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared with scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Coopers Lane

Figure 128. Recovery potential along Coopers Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 128. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Coopers Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one or two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Craig End Lane

Figure 129. Recovery potential along Craig End Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 129. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Craig End Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one to two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably
fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, scattered trees or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Mallee Ecotone Dry Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Derriwong Rd

Figure 130. Recovery potential along Derriwong Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 130. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Derriwong Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.0 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Gum Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Diggers Ave

Figure 131. Recovery potential along Diggers Ave- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 131. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Diggers Ave

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped, urban development
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Earls Rd

Figure 132. Recovery potential along Earls Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 132. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Earls Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.3 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
4.7 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Elsmore Rd

Figure 133. Recovery potential along Elsmore Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 133. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Elsmore Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Woodland
Ironbark Forest
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Mallee Ecotone Dry Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Ironbark Dry Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Euligal Lane

Figure 134. Recovery potential along Euligal Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 134. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Euligal Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.1 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Fifield Rd north1

Figure 135. Recovery potential along Fifield Rd north1- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 135. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Fifield Rd north1

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.2 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Gum Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Ironbark Forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Fifield Rd north2

Figure 136. Recovery potential along Fifield Rd north2- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 136. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Fifield Rd north2

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced at 621m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Fifield Rd south1

Figure 137. Recovery potential along Fifield Rd south1- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 137. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Fifield Rd south1

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.1 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Fifield Rd south2

Figure 138. Recovery potential along Fifield Rd south2- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 138. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Fifield Rd south2

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.7 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Gum Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Forest Rd

Figure 139. Recovery potential along Forest Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 139. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Forest Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.0 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Gillenbine Rd

Figure 140. Recovery potential along Gillenbine Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 140. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Gillenbine Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.1 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at variably 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant bushland, intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Box – Gum Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Gillenbone Lane

Figure 141. Recovery potential along Gillenbone Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 141. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Gillenbone Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Gobondery Rd

Figure 142. Recovery potential along Gobondery Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 142. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Gobondery Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.2 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Golf Links Rd

Figure 143. Recovery potential along Golf Links Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 143. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Golf Links Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed or unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped, urban development
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Gum Bend Rd

Figure 144. Recovery potential along Gum Bend Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 144. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Gum Bend Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Hadley Downs Rd

Figure 145. Recovery potential along Hadley Downs Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 145. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Hadley Downs Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.6 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland, intact patches, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Halls Rd

Figure 146. Recovery potential along Halls Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 146. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Halls Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
5.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
3.5 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Hassans Lane

Figure 147. Recovery potential along Hassans Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 147. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Hassans Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Henry Parkes Way east2

Figure 148. Recovery potential along Henry Parkes Way east2- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 148. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Henry Parkes Way east2

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.4 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Fuzzy Box - River Red Gum Woodland/Forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Hockeys Rd & Hockneys Lane

Figure 149. Recovery potential along Hockeys Rd & Hockneys Lane - (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 149. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Hockeys Rd & Hockneys Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one or two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m
both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Jones Lane

Figure 150. Recovery potential along Jones Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 150. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Jones Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.0 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed or sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at variably 621m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Jumble Plains Rd west

Figure 151. Recovery potential along Jumble Plains Rd west- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 151. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Jumble Plains Rd west

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.1 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.3 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced at 621m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Kadungle Rd

Figure 152. Recovery potential along Kadungle Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 152. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Kadungle Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.7 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry - Mallee Ecotone Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Lara Lane

Figure 153. Recovery potential along Lara Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 153. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Lara Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.9 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran – Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Lorraine Lane

Figure 154. Recovery potential along Lorraine Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 154. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Lorraine Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.1 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Maitland Rd

Figure 155. Recovery potential along Maitland Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 155. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Maitland Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped, urban development
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Mathews Rd

Figure 156. Recovery potential along Mathews Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 156. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Mathews Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1(medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.1 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Melrose Plains Rd east

Figure 157. Recovery potential along Melrose Plains Rd east- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 157. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Melrose Plains Rd east

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.1 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced at 621m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Mallee Ecotone Dry Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Melrose Rd west

Figure 158. Recovery potential along Melrose Rd west- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 158. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Melrose Rd west

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.1 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
14.2 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry - Mallee Ecotone Woodland
Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Box Woodland
Poplar Box -Coolibah Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Midlands Rd

Figure 159. Recovery potential along Midlands Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 159. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Midlands Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Mines Rd

Figure 160. Recovery potential along Mines Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 160. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Mines Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland or intact patches of bush
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Mt Tilga Rd

Figure 161. Recovery potential along Mt Tilga Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 161. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Mt Tilga Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.9 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Ironbark Dry Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Murrumbogie Rd

Figure 162. Recovery potential along Murrumbogie Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 162. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Murrumbogie Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
North Forbes Rd

Figure 163. Recovery potential along North Forbes Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 163. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – North Forbes Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.4 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed or unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Fuzzy Box woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Fuzzy Box - River Red Gum Woodland/Forest
Weeping Myall Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
O’Deas Rd

Figure 164. Recovery potential along O’Deas Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 164. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – O’Deas Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Ootha Rd

Figure 165. Recovery potential along Ootha Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 165. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Ootha Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.1 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.3 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Box - Coolibah Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Oppy Lane

Figure 166. Recovery potential along Oppy Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 166. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation –Oppy Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared and grazed
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Oppy Rd

Figure 167. Recovery potential along Oppy Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 167. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Oppy Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.5 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
4.3 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Platina Rd

Figure 168. Recovery potential along Platina Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 168. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Platina Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.3 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Potts Lane

Figure 169. Recovery potential along Potts Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 169. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Potts Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.2 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Red Heart Rd east

Figure 170. Recovery potential along Red Heart Rd east- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 170. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Red Heart Rd east

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.6 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Red Heart Rd west

Figure 171. Recovery potential along Red Heart Rd west- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 171. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Red Heart Rd west

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.9 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Reynella Rd

Figure 172. Recovery potential along Reynella Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 172. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Reynella Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - River Red Gum Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Ridgelands Rd

Figure 173. Recovery potential along Ridgelands Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 173. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Ridgelands Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Rosehill Lane

Figure 174. Recovery potential along Rosehill Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 174. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Rosehill Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.8 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared, scattered trees and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Sarsfield Rd

Figure 175. Recovery potential along Sarsfield Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 175. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Sarsfield Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
14.1 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one to two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably
fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Shanklin Lane

Figure 176. Recovery potential along Shanklin Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 176. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Shanklin Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.3 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared with scattered trees, and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Springvale Rd north

Figure 177. Recovery potential along Springvale Rd north- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 177. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Springvale Rd north

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.2 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Springvale Rd south

Figure 178. Recovery potential along Springvale Rd south- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 178. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Springvale Rd south

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed or unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Mallee Ecotone Dry Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Stock Bridge Rd

Figure 179. Recovery potential along Stock Bridge Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 179. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Stock Bridge Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.5 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, roadside corridor is fenced at 0-5m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
None noted







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Sunrise Rd

Figure 180. Recovery potential along Sunrise Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 180. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Sunrise Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one to two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m
both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Terrys Rd

Figure 181. Recovery potential along Terrys Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 181. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Terrys Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.7 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant bushland, scattered trees or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
The Troffs Rd

Figure 182. Recovery potential along The Troffs Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 182. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – The Troffs Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.9 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
Fuzzy Box woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Timmins Lane

Figure 183. Recovery potential along Timmins Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 183. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Timmins Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.6 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Verona Rd

Figure 184. Recovery potential along Verona Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 184. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Verona Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.1 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
14.7 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Waitohi Lane

Figure 185. Recovery potential along Waitohi Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 185. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Waitohi Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.8 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Fuzzy Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Whitegates Rd

Figure 186. Recovery potential along Whitegates Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 186. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Whitegates Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Remnant bushland
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Wilga Ridge Rd

Figure 187. Recovery potential along Wilga Ridge Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 187. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Wilga Ridge Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.9 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Wilga Ridge Rd SR63

Figure 188. Recovery potential along Wilga Ridge Rd SR63- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 188. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Wilga Ridge Rd SR63

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Ironbark Forest
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum - Ironbark Dry Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Willis Lane

Figure 189. Recovery potential along Willis Lane- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 189. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Willis Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.7 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 0-5m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches, partially cleared, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Willmatha Rd east

Figure 190. Recovery potential along Willmatha Rd east- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 190. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Willmatha Rd east

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.5 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced at 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Box - Gum Woodland
Box - Coolibah Forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Willmatha Rd west

Figure 191. Recovery potential along Willmatha Rd west- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 191. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Willmatha Rd west

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.3 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Ironbark Forest
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Forest
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Willow Bend Rd

Figure 192. Recovery potential along Willow Bend Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 192. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Willow Bend Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.6 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches and scattered trees
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Fuzzy Box - River Red Gum Woodland/Forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Worthingtons Lane

Figure 193. Recovery potential along Worthingtons Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 193. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Worthingtons Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.7 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Partially cleared or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Yambora Rd

Figure 194. Recovery potential along Yambora Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 194. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Yambora Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.7 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one to two lane road, average roadside corridor is unfenced or variably
fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Bushland remnants, intact patches, scattered trees, or cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Ironbark - Gum Forest
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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CENTRAL EAST SECTION
Yellow Box Rd

Figure 195. Recovery potential along Yellow Box Rd- (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 195. Assessment and prioritisation of roadside vegetation – Yellow Box Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.2 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION

South West Section

Overview of road network
A total of 67 road segments were assessed for the South West Section of Lachlan Shire (Figure 196).

Figure 196. Overview of road network in the South West Section of Lachlan Shire
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Prioritised list of roads in South West section
Roads and road segments in South West Section of Lachlan Shire were prioritised initially based on
Recovery Potential, and then on average Conservation Ranking. This should be used to guide the
allocation of funding and resources for roadside rehabilitation works in the part of the Region. Roads
with EECs and threatened species have been identified as requiring special management, regardless
of their prioritisation category (indicated on that road’s report card in the following sections).
Additional care should be taken to ensure that no further degradation of roadside vegetation occurs
along these roads.

Remember, for works prioritisation, RED= STOP WHAT YOU ARE
DOING and check for special considerations, YELLOW =PROCEED
WITH CAUTION, and GREEN = GO AHEAD AND WORK according to
the normal guidelines.
Table 196. Prioritised list of roads or road segments for South West Section of Lachlan Shire.

ROAD NAME
ALEXANDERS LANE
ANDERSONS RD
BARTHOLOMEWS LANE
BEGARGO RD
BLACKERS RD
BOOTH RD
BOOTOOWA RD east
BOOTOOWA RD west
BREWER LANE
BROOKS LANE
BURGOONEY RD west
CHANTERS RD
CRAWFORDS RD
CURLEW RD north
CURLEW RD south
DENISE DRIVE
ELWINS RD
FAIRS LANE
GLEESONS RD
GOLDINGS LANE
HALLS RD SR 148
HARTS LANE
HOOPERS LANE
KEELEYS LANE
KELLYS RD
KILLAWARRA RD

POLYGON
ALX1
AND1
BAR1
BEG1
BLA1
BTH1
BOOT10-26
BOOT1-9
BRE1
BRO1
BRG1-16
CHA1
CRW1
CLW1-9
CLW10-26
DEN1
ELW1
FAI1
GLE1
GOL1
HLS1
HRT1
HOO1
KEE1
KEL1
KIL1

TS/EEC
PRESENT

EEC present
EEC present

EEC present
EEC present

EEC present

EEC present
EEC present

EEC present
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ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
11.5
2.3 high
4.5
4.3 low
9.6
2.8 medium
11.1
2.6 high
1.5
5 low
9.4
3 medium
11.4
2.5 high
10.4
2.7 medium
8.7
3 medium
4.3
4.3 low
8.2
3.1 medium
10.5
2.7 medium
10.1
2.6 medium
10.1
2.8 medium
7.4
3.4 medium
7.8
3 medium
9.8
3 medium
11.9
2.3 high
9.5
2.7 medium
10.3
2.9 medium
10.2
2.7 medium
10.5
2.8 medium
6.2
3.3 medium
12.1
2.3 high
8.8
3.2 medium
9.5
2.9 medium

SOUTH WEST SECTION

ROAD NAME
KORRAWONG LANE
KYNWOOR RD
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
west1
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
west2
LAKE CARGELLIGO RD west1
LAKE CARGELLIGO RD west2
LAKESIDE LANE
MCINNES RD
MORRIS LANE
MT DAYLIGHT RD
MUDDA ROCKS RD
NARADHAN RD
NILSSONS LANE
NORTH UABBA RD
O'REILLYS RD
ORRS RD
PHILLIPS RD
PIDGEONS RD
PILLINGER DRIVE
QUINANES LANE
RANKIN SPRINGS RD north
RANKIN SPRINGS RD south
RECREATION RD
RESERVE RD
RIVER RD
SHEET OF WATER RD east
SHEET OF WATER RD west
SKIPWORTHS RD
SLANT RD
SMITHS RD
STUART DRIVE
THOMAS LANE
TRIGALONG RIVER RD
TUGGERABACH RD west
UNNAMED RD
WELLS ST
WILGADALE RD east
WILGADALE RD west
WYALONG RD west
YARRAN RD
YELKIN RD

POLYGON

TS/EEC
PRESENT

KOR1
KYN1
LVW33-40
LVW1-32
LAK1-18
LAK19-37
LAK1
MCI1
MOR1
MTD1
MUD1
NAR2
NIL1
NUA1
ORE1
ORR1
PHI1
PID1
PIL1
QUI1
RAN9-26
RAN1-8
REC1
RES1
RIV1
SHE11-12
SHE1-10
SKP1
SLA1
SMI1
STU1
THM1
TRI1
TUG1-7
UNM1
WEL1
WGD1-15
WGD16-22
WYA1-23
YAR1
YEL1

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
4.4
4.5 low
10.7
2.6 medium
5.5

EEC present
EEC present

EEC present

EEC present
EEC present

EEC present

EEC present

EEC present
EEC present
EEC present

EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
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8
8.4
10.1
5.5
4.3
13.3
10.4
9.1
11.3
3.8
7.2
13.5
8.8
8.6
9
5.5
13.5
9.2
12.9
8.6
5.8
8.1
7.1
9
9.4
10.9
10
5.3
10.9
9.7
11.4
11.8
5.8
11
9.9
7.7
9
8.7

4 low
3.2 medium
3.1
2.7
4
4.5
2.2
2.8
3.1
2.3
4.7
3.4
2
3
3.2
3.2
4
2.3
2.9
2
3.1
4
3.2
3.6
3
3
2.8
3
4
2.6
2.9
2.7
2
4
2.3
2.7
3.3
3
3.1

medium
medium
low
low
high
medium
medium
high
low
medium
high
medium
medium
medium
low
high
medium
high
medium
low
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
low
medium
medium
high
high
low
high
medium
medium
medium
medium

SOUTH WEST SECTION

The following sections provide descriptions of road classification, roadside vegetation, surrounding
landuse, special features (such as threatened species or Endangered Ecological Communities),
Conservation Ranking (derived), Recovery Potential (calculated), and Prioritisation Score (ranked),
along with prioritised rehabilitation works for each road or road segment.

Figure 197 Roadside vegetation provides a home for a large variety of birds and animals in Lachlan Shire
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
South West Section Roads
Alexanders Lane

Figure 198 Conservation value along Alexanders Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 197 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Alexanders Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.5 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped, some intact areas of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Andersons Rd

Figure 199 Conservation value along Andersons Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 198 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Andersons Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.3 (low)
RECOVERY POTENTIAL
4.5 (low)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be
carted to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark
location to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Bartholomews Lane

Figure 200 Conservation value along Bartholomew’s Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 199 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Bartholomew’s Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY POTENTIAL
9.6 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Begargo Rd

Figure 201 Conservation value along Begargo Rd (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 200 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Begargo Rd

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (high)
RECOVERY POTENTIAL
11.1 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran - Mallee Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table
drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use
species from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road
corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Blackers Rd

Figure 202 Conservation value along Blackers Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 201 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Blackers Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
5 (low)
RECOVERY POTENTIAL
1.5 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Predominantly unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor narrow and
unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be
carted to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark
location to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Booth Rd

Figure 203 Conservation value along Booth Road green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 202 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Booth Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential EEC
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.6 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATION
AL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away from
vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Bootowa Rd east

Figure 204 Conservation value along Bootoowa Road (east) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 203 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Bootoowa Road (east)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
None
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table
drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use
species from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road
corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Bootowa Rd west

Figure 205 Conservation value along Bootoowa Road (west) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 204 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Bootoowa Road (west)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
None
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (high)
RECOVERY POTENTIAL
10.4 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table
drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use
species from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road
corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Brewer Lane

Figure 206 Conservation value along Brewer Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 205 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Brewer Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential EEC
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.7 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Brooks Lane

Figure 207 Conservation value along Brooks Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 206 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Brooks Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
None
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.3 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
4.3 (low)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is generally fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Burgooney Rd west

Figure 208 Conservation value along Burgooney Road (west) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 207 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Burgooney Road (west)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Chanters Rd

Figure 209 Conservation value along Chanters Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 208 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Chanters Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable and unfenced in places.
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Crawfords Rd

Figure 210 Conservation value along Crawfords Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 209 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Crawfords Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.1 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:






POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Curlew Rd north

Figure 211 Conservation value along Curlew Road (north) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 210 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Curlew Road (north)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.1 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:






ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Black Box - Yarran Woodland



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Curlew Rd south

Figure 212 Conservation value along Curlew Road (south) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 211 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Curlew Road (south)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.4 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width and fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Poplar Box Woodland
Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Denise Drive

Figure 213 Conservation value along Denise Drive (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 212 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Denise Drive

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.8 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable width and fenced to 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Elwins Rd

Figure 214 Conservation value along Elwins Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 213 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Elwins Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.8 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable width and fenced both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Fairs Lane

Figure 215 Conservation value along Fairs Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 214 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Fairs Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
Potential EECs
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.9 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides,
fenced and unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Yarran Open Forest
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Gleesons Rd

Figure 216 Conservation value along Gleesons Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 215 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Gleesons Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Goldings Lane

Figure 217 Conservation value along Goldings Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 216 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Goldings Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.3 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m and fenced both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Halls Rd SR 148

Figure 218 Conservation value along Halls Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 217 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Halls Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.2 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Harts Lane

Figure 219 Conservation value along Harts Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 218 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Harts Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.3 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m and fenced both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Hoopers Lane

Figure 220 Conservation value along Hoopers Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 219 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Hoopers Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.2 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m and fenced both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Keeleys Lane

Figure 221 Conservation value along Keeleys Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 220 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Keeleys Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
None
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY POTENTIAL
12.1 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table
drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use
species from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road
corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Kellys Rd

Figure 222 Conservation value along Kellys Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 221 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Kellys Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m and fenced both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Killawarra Rd

Figure 223 Conservation value along Killawarra Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 222 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Killawarra Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.5(medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Black Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Korrawong Lane

Figure 224 Conservation value along Korrawong Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 223 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Korrawong Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.5 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
4.4 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, roadside corridor is fenced and unfenced and of variable widths
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Kynwoor Rd

Figure 225 Conservation value along Kynwoor Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 224 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Kynwoor Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.6 medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Lachlan Valley Way west1

Figure 226 Conservation value along Lachlan Valley Way (west 1) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 225 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Lachlan Valley Way (west 1)

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
Potential EEC
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.5 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, roadside corridor generally unfenced and of variable widths
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
 Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
 Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
 Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Lachlan Valley Way west2

Figure 227 Conservation value along Lachlan Valley Way (west 2) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 226 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Lachlan Valley Way (west 2)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.8 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - River Red Gum Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Lake Cargelligo Rd west1

Figure 228 Conservation value along Lake Cargelligo (west 1) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 227 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Lake Cargelligo (west 1)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.25 medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor width is variable with areas of fenced
and unfenced corridor
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Lake Cargelligo west2

Figure 229 Conservation value along Lake Cargelligo (west 2) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 228 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Lake Cargelligo (west 2)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.1(medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Box - Coolibah Forest
Yarran - Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah Open Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Lakeside Lane

Figure 230 Conservation value along Lakeside Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 229 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Lakeside Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.5 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
McInnes Rd

Figure 231 Conservation value along McInnes Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 230 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – McInnes Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.5 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
4.3 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Morris Lane

Figure 232 Conservation value along Morris Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 231 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Morris Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
Potential EECs
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.3 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides, fenced SURROUNDING
LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Mt Daylight Rd

Figure 233 Conservation value along Mt Daylight Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 232 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Mt Daylight Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.4 medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Mudda Rocks Rd

Figure 234 Conservation value along Mudda Rocks road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 233 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Mudda Rocks road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.1 medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Naradhan Rd

Figure 235 Conservation value along Naradhan Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 234 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Naradhan Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.9 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Mallee Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Nilssons Lane

Figure 236 Conservation value along Nilssons Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 235 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Nilssons Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.7 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
3.8 (low)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is narrow but unfenced in places
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
North Uabba Rd

Figure 237 Conservation value along North Uabba Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 236 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – North Uabba Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.2 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran - Gum Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Black Box - Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
O’Reillys Rd

Figure 238 Conservation value along O’Reillys Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 237 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – O’Reillys Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Orrs Rd

Figure 239 Conservation value along Orrs road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 238 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Orrs road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.8(medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Phillips Rd

Figure 240 Conservation value along Phillips Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 239 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Phillips Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.6 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Gum Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Pidgeons Rd

Figure 241 Conservation value along Pidgeons Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 240 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Pidgeons Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.0 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Pillinger Drive

Figure 242 Conservation value along Pillinger Drive (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 241 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Pillinger Drive

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.5 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, roadside corridor is 6-21m, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Quinanes Lane

Figure 243 Conservation value along Quinanes Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 242 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Quinanes Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Rankin Springs Rd north

Figure 244 Conservation value along Rankins Springs Road (north) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 243 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Rankins Springs Road (north)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.9(medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable both sides with both fenced and
unfenced portions
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Black Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - River Red Gum Woodland
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Rankin Springs Rd south

Figure 245 Conservation value along Rankins Springs Road (south) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 244 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Rankins Springs Road (south)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.5 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with portions unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with large intact patches of native vegetation
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Recreation Rd

Figure 246 Conservation value along Recreation Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 245 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Recreation Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.6 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Reserve Rd

Figure 247 Conservation value along Reserve Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 246 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Reserve Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.7 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
3.8 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
River Rd

Figure 248 Conservation value along River Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 247 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – River Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.1 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width to 6-21m, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Sheet of Water Rd east

Figure 249 Conservation value along Sheet of Water (east) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 248 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Sheet of Water (east)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.0 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:






POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Gum Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box Woodland



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Sheet of Water Rd west

Figure 250 Conservation value along Sheet of Water (west) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 249 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Sheet of Water (west)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.0 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Partially sealed but predominantly unsealed road, average roadside corridor is of
variable width, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Gum Woodland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Skipworths Rd

Figure 251 Conservation value along Skipworths Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 250 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Skipworths Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.4(medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable both sides with both fenced and
unfenced portions
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Slant Rd

Figure 252 Conservation value along Slant Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 251 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Slant Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.9 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor width is 6-21m, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Smiths Rd

Figure 253 Conservation value along Smiths Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 252 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Smiths Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.0 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor width is variable to 6-21m, with both fenced
and unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Stuart Drive

Figure 254 Conservation value along Stuart Drive (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 253 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Stuart Drive

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.3 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is fenced and unfenced in sections and is of variable
width
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Thomas Lane

Figure 255 Conservation value along Thomas Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 254 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Thomas Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.9(medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable both sides with both fenced and
unfenced portions
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Mallee Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Trigalong River Rd

Figure 256 Conservation value along Trigalong River Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 255 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Trigalong River Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.7 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width, with both fenced and
unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box Woodland
Black Box - Yarran Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Tuggerabach Rd west

Figure 257 Conservation value along Tuggerabach Road (west) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 256 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Tuggerabach Road (west)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with large intact patches of native vegetation
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Box - Coolibah Forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Unnamed Rd

Figure 258 Conservation value along Unnamed Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 257 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Unnamed Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
Potential EECs
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.8 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:





POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland












3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Wells Street

Figure 259 Conservation value along Wells Street (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 258 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wells Street

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.75 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is of variable width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Wilgadale Rd east

Figure 260 Conservation value along Wilgadale Road (east) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 259 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wilgadale Road (east)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.0 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah - Yarran Open Forest
Coolibah Open Forest
Box - Coolibah Forest
Mallee Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Wilgadale Rd west

Figure 261 Conservation value along Wilgadale Road (west) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 260 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wilgadale Road (west)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential elements
of EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.9 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Coolibah Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Wyalong Rd west

Figure 262 Conservation value along Wyalong Road (west) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 261 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wyalong Road (west)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.7 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width, with both fenced and
unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box - Yarran Woodland
Black Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Yarran Rd

Figure 263 Conservation value along Yarran Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 262 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Yarran Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.0 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor width is variable, with both fenced and unfenced
sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah Open Forest
Mallee Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH WEST SECTION
Yelkin Rd

Figure 264 Conservation value along Yelkin Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 263 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Yelkin Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.7 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Weeping Myall Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
South Central Section

Overview of road network
A total of 71 road segments were assessed for the South Central Section of Lachlan Shire.

Figure 265. Overview of road network in the South Central Section of Lachlan Shire
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Prioritised list of roads in South Central Section
Roads and road segments in South Central Section of Lachlan Shire were prioritised initially based on
Recovery Potential, and then on average Conservation Ranking. This should be used to guide the
allocation of funding and resources for roadside rehabilitation works in the part of the region. Roads
with EECs and threatened species have been identified as requiring special management, regardless
of their prioritisation category (indicated on that road’s report card in the following sections).
Additional care should be taken to ensure that no further degradation of roadside vegetation occurs
along these roads.

Remember, for works prioritisation, RED= STOP WHAT YOU ARE
DOING and check for special considerations, YELLOW =PROCEED
WITH CAUTION, and GREEN = GO AHEAD AND WORK according to
the normal guidelines.
Table 264. Prioritised list of roads or road segments for South Central Section of Lachlan Shire

ROAD NAME
BAHRS RD
BANOOL RD
BLAND RD
BLOCK RD
BORAPINE RD
BOREAMBLE RD
BROTHERONY RD north
BROTHERONY RD south
BRYANTS RD
BURGOONEY RD east
BURKES LANE
BYGALORIE RD
CAMP RD
CARRUTHERS RD
CLARRIES LANE
CORNELLS RD
CROWN CAMP RD
DEACONS LANE
DEVLINS ALTERNATE
ROUTE
DEVLINS RD AKA BOLO RD
FOUR CORNERS RD
FYFES RD
GLASGOWS LANE
GLENVALE RD
GORMANS HILL RD

POLYGON
BAH1
BNO1
BLD1
BLK1
BPN1
BRM1
BRY1-25
BRY26-48
BRT1
BRG17-31
BUK1
BYG1
CAM1
CRR1
CLA1
COR1
CCP1
DEA1

TS/EEC
PRESENT
EEC present
EEC present

EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
7.8
3.2 medium
9.3
2.9 medium
10.6
2.6 medium
8
3 medium
9.9
2.8 medium
7.3
3.5 medium
10.1
2.8 medium
9.5
2.9 medium
12
2 high
8.5
3.1 medium
12.5
2 high
8.7
3.1 medium
9.3
3.1 medium
10.6
2.5 medium
11.2
2.5 high
10.8
2.6 medium
11.7
2.4 high
10.4
2.5 medium

DVL1

EEC present

8.5

DEV1
FCN1
FYF1
GLA1
GLV1
GOR1

EEC present
EEC present
EEC present

9.9
11.5
10.4
8.4
11.1
8.7

EEC present
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3 medium
2.6
2.5
2.6
2.9
2.5
2.9

medium
high
medium
medium
high
medium

SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION

ROAD NAME
GUBBATA RD
GULGO RD
HILLGROVE RD
HILLS RD
HODGES RD
IMRIES LANE
INVERHELN RD
KERONGA RD
KINGS LANE
KYNOTA RD
LAKE CARGELLIGO RD east
MERRIBOGIE RD
MILLVIEW RD
MONUMENT FLATS RD
MURPHYS RD
NOLLS RD
PELLOWS LANE
ROBERTS RD
SALTERS RD
SCHULZ LANE
SIMS RD
SINGHS RD
STIDWELLS LANE
SUNNYSIDE RD
SWANSONS RD
TOLIMANS RD
TRIG HILL RD
TUGGERABACH RD east
TULLIBIGEAL RD north
TULLIBIGEAL RD south
UGALONG RD
UNNAMED (ICEBOX) RD
WALLACES RD
WARDRY BUS RD
WARRIGAL PARK RD
WATTLE HILL LANE
WEJA RD north
WEJA RD south
WEST MILBY RD
WHYMARK LANE
WILGA PLAINS RD
WONGALEA RD
WORLANDS RD

POLYGON
GUB1
GUL1
HGR1
HLL1
HOD1
IMR1
INV1
KEG1
KNG1
KYT1
LAK38-66
MER1
MLV1
MON1
MPH1
NOL1
PEL1
ROB1
SAL1
SLZ1
SIM1
SIN1
STD1
SNY1
SWA1
TOL1
TRG1
TUG8-31
TUL1-19
TUL20-39
UGA1
UNN2
WAL1
WRD1
WRR1
WHL1
WEJ1-26
WEJ27-36
WMB1
WHY1
WGP1
WNG1
WRL1

TS/EEC
PRESENT
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present

EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present

EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
EEC present
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ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
9.6
2.7 medium
7.7
3.2 medium
6.3
4 medium
10.5
2.6 medium
11
2.7 high
9.3
2.8 medium
7.5
3 medium
9.9
3 medium
6.3
3.8 medium
8.5
3 medium
9
2.9 medium
9.6
2.7 medium
5.5
4 low
10.3
2.8 medium
7.4
3.4 medium
11.7
2.3 high
7.5
3 medium
7.3
3.4 medium
10.4
2.8 medium
10.2
2.7 medium
7.1
3.3 medium
8.4
3 medium
11.4
2.5 high
5.9
3.7 low
12.5
2 high
12.7
2.2 high
12
2.3 high
11.4
2.5 high
11.4
2.3 high
9.3
2.9 medium
9.6
2.8 medium
11
3 high
9.8
2.8 medium
11.6
2.2 high
10.6
2.5 medium
8.2
3 medium
11.9
2.2 high
12.1
2.3 high
12.6
2.3 high
8.3
3 medium
10.8
2.7 medium
7.7
3.3 medium
12.3
2.3 high

SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION

ROAD NAME

POLYGON

WYALONG RD east1
WYALONG RD east2
YADDRA RD

WYA41-55
WYA24-40
YAD1

TS/EEC
PRESENT
EEC present
EEC present

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
7.2
3.4 medium
5.8
4 low
8.4
3.2 medium

The following sections provide descriptions of road classification, roadside vegetation, surrounding
landuse, special features (such as threatened species or Endangered Ecological Communities),
Conservation Ranking (derived), Recovery Potential (calculated), and Prioritisation Score (ranked),
along with prioritised rehabilitation works for each road or road segment.

Figure 266 Threatened species such as Superb Parrots (above) and Grey-crowned Babblers (below) were seen in roadside vegetation
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
South Central Section Roads
Bahrs Rd

Figure 267 Conservation value along Bahrs Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 265 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Bahrs Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Box - Coolibah Forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Banool Rd

Figure 268 Conservation value along Banool Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 266 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Banool Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Banool Rd part 2

Figure 269 Conservation value along Banool Road (Part 2) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 267 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Banool Road (Part 2)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.0 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Bland Rd

Figure 270 Conservation value along Bland Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 268 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Bland Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width and many sections are
unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Block Rd

Figure 271 Conservation value along Block Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 269 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Block Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and variable in width to 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Borapine Rd

Figure 272 Conservation value along Borapine Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 270 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Borapine Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential EEC
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.9 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Box - Coolibah Forest
Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away from
vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Boreamble Rd

Figure 273 Conservation value along Boreamble Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 271 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Boreamble Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.3 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width and many sections are unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Brotherony Rd north

Figure 274 Conservation value along Brotherony Road (north) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 272 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Brotherony Road (north)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.1 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Brotherony Rd south

Figure 275 Conservation value along Brotherony Road (south) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 273 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Brotherony Road (south)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.5 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah Open Forest
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Bryants Rd

Figure 276 Conservation value along Bryants Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 274 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Bryants Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor

287

SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Burgooney Rd east

Figure 277 Conservation value along Burgooney Road (east) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 275 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Burgooney Road (east)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width and many sections are unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

288

SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Burkes Lane

Figure 278 Conservation value along Burkes Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 276 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Burkes Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Bygalorie Rd

Figure 279 Conservation value along Bygalorie Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 277 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Bygalorie Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.9 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width and some sections
are unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

290

SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Camp Rd

Figure 280 Conservation value along Camp Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 278 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Camp Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width and many sections are
unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Carruthers Rd

Figure 281 Conservation value along Carruthers Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 279 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Carruthers Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.6 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Clarries Lane

Figure 282 Conservation value along Clarries Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 280 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Clarries Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.2 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box - Yarran Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Cornells Rd

Figure 283 Conservation value along Cornells Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 281 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Cornells Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential EEC
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.8 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran - Mallee Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away from
vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Crown Camp Rd

Figure 284 Conservation value along Crown Camp Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 282 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Crown Camp Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.7 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah - Yarran Open Forest
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Deacons Lane

Figure 285 Conservation value along Deacons Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 283 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Deacons Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.4 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Devlins Alternate Route

Figure 286 Conservation value along Devlins Alternate Route (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 284 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Devlins Alternate Route

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Devlins Rd AKA Bolo Rd

Figure 287 Conservation value along Devlins Road AKA Bolo Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 285 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Devlins Road AKA Bolo Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.9 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah Open Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Mallee Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Four Corners Rd

Figure 288 Conservation value along Four Corners Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 286 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Four Corners Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.5 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Fyfes Rd

Figure 289 Conservation value along Fyfes Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 287 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Fyfes Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.4 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Box Woodland
Ironbark - Coolibah Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Glasgows Lane

Figure 290 Conservation value along Glascows Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 288 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Glascows Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.4 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and variable in width to 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Glenvale Rd

Figure 291 Conservation value along Glenvale Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 289 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Glenvale Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.1 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Gormans Hill Rd

Figure 292 Conservation value along Gormans Hill Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 290 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Gormans Hill Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.7 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and variable in width to 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah Open Forest
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Gubbata Rd

Figure 293 Conservation value along Gubbata Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 291 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Gubbata Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.6 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Gulgo Rd

Figure 294 Conservation value along Gulgo Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 292 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Gulgo Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.7 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width and some sections
are unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box Woodland
Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Hillgrove Rd

Figure 295 Conservation value along Hillgrove Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 293 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Hillgrove Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and variable in width to 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Hills Rd

Figure 296 Conservation value along Hills Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 294 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Hills Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Hodges Rd

Figure 297 Conservation value along Hodges Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 295 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Hodges Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.1 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Imries Lane

Figure 298 Conservation value along Gubbata Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 296 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Gubbata Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Woodland
Box Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Inverheln Rd

Figure 299 Conservation value along Inverheln Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 297 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Inverheln Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and variable in width to 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Keronga Rd

Figure 300 Conservation value along Keronga Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 298 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Keronga Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.9 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Kings Lane

Figure 301 Conservation value along Kings Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 299 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Kings Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
38 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road predominantly unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah Open Forest
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Kynota Rd

Figure 302 Conservation value along Kynota Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 300 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Kynota Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.5 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and variable in width to 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Coolibah Open Forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Lake Cargelligo Rd east

Figure 303 Conservation value along Lake Cargellico Road (east) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 301 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Lake Cargellico Road (east)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.0 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; generally fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Black Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah Open Forest
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Merribogie Rd

Figure 304 Conservation value along Merribogie Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 302 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Merribogie Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.6 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah - Yarran Open Forest
Coolibah Open Forest
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Millview Rd

Figure 305 Conservation value along Millview Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 303 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Millview Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.5 (low)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Monument Flats Rd

Figure 306 Conservation value along Monument Flats Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 304 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Monument Flats Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.3 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Murphys Rd

Figure 307 Conservation value along Murphys Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 305 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Murphys Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.4 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Nolls Rd

Figure 308 Conservation value along Nolls Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 306 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Nolls Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.1 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Pellows Lane

Figure 309 Conservation value along Pellows Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 307 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Pellows Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.5 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped with patches of intact native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Roberts Rd

Figure 310 Conservation value along Roberts Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 308 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Roberts Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and variable in width to 6-21m both
sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Salters Rd

Figure 311 Conservation value along Salters Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 309 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Salters Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.4 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Schulz Lane

Figure 312 Conservation value along Schulz Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 310 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Schulz Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.4 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Sims Rd

Figure 313 Conservation value along Sims Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 311 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Sims Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.1 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width; generally fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Singhs Rd

Figure 314 Conservation value along Singhs Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 312 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Singhs Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.4 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and 6-21m in width on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Stidwells Lane

Figure 315 Conservation value along Stidwells Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 313 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Stidwells Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Sunnyside Rd

Figure 316 Conservation value along Sunnyside Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 314 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Sunnyside Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.6 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.9 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor width is variable with some
sections unfences
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Swansons Rd

Figure 317 Conservation value along Swansons Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 315 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Swansons Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.5 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and typically 6-21m wide
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Tolimans Rd

Figure 318 Conservation value along Tolimans Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 316 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Tolimans Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.6 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and typically 6-21m wide
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Coolibah Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Box - Coolibah Forest
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Trig Hill Rd

Figure 319 Conservation value along Trig Hill Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 317 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Trig Hill Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.6 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and typically 6-21m wide
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Coolibah Open Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Tuggerabach Rd east

Figure 320 Conservation value along Tuggerabach Road (east) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 318 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Tuggerabach Road (east)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Box - Coolibah Forest
Mallee Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Tullibigeal Rd north

Figure 321 Conservation value along Tullibigeal Road (north) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 319 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Tullibigeal Road (north)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Tullibigeal Rd south

Figure 322 Conservation value along Tullibigeal Road (south) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 320 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Tullibigeal Road (south)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable in width to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah Open Forest
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Ironbark Forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Ugalong Rd

Figure 323 Conservation value along Ugalong Road green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 321 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Ugalong Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.8 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable but typically very narrow; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark Forest
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Unnamed (Icebox) Rd

Figure 324 Conservation value along Unnamed (Icebox) Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 322 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Unnamed (Icebox) Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and typically 6-21m wide
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

Mallee Woodland















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Wallaces Rd

Figure 325 Conservation value along Wallaces Road (east) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 323 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wallaces Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.8 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is 6-21m wide; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Woodland
Box - Ironbark Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Wardry Bus Rd

Figure 326 Conservation value along Wardry Bus Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 324 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wardry Bus Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.6 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and typically 6-21m wide
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Open Forest
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark - Mallee Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Warrigal Park Rd

Figure 327 Conservation value along Warrigal park Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 325 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Warrigal park Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.6 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and 6-21m in width on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:













Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Wattle Hill Lane

Figure 328 Conservation value along Wattle Hill Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 326 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wattle Hill Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.2 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and 6-21m in width on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland








2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:













Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Weja Rd north

Figure 329 Conservation value along Weja Road (north) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 327 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Weja Road (north)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.9 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width typically 621m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Box - Coolibah Woodland
Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran - Mallee Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Weja Rd south

Figure 330 Conservation value along Weja Road (south) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 328 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Weja Road (south)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.1 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width but typically 6-21m;
predominantly fenced with sections unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
-















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
West Milby Rd

Figure 331 Conservation value along West Milby Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 329 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – West Milby Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.6 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width but typically 6-21m;
fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Whymark Lane

Figure 332 Conservation value along Whymark Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 330 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Whymark Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.3 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor width is variable but typically 6-21m wide; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Wilga Plains Rd

Figure 333 Conservation value along Wilga Plains Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 331 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wilga Plains Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.8 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor width is typically 6-21m wide; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah - Yarran Open Forest
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION
Wongalea Rd

Figure 334 Conservation value along Wongalea Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 332 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wongalea Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.7 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced and 6-21m in width on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:













Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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Worlands Rd

Figure 335 Conservation value along Worlands Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 333 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Worlands Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EEC present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.3 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is of variable width but typically 6-21m;
fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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Wyalong Rd east1

Figure 336 Conservation value along Wyalong Road (East 1) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 334 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wyalong Road (East 1)

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
Yes
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.0 (low)
RECOVERY POTENTIAL
5.8 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor width is variable with some
sections unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be
carted to a recognised landfill site.
 Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
 Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
 Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark
location to avoid accidental destruction
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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Wyalong Rd east2

Figure 337 Conservation value along Wyalong Road (East 2) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 335 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wyalong Road (East 2)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential EEC
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.2 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor width is variable with some sections
unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
POTENTIAL ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away from
vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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Yaddra Rd

Figure 338 Conservation value along Yaddra Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 336 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Yaddra Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.2 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.4 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, the roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width and some sections
are unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Coolibah - Mallee Woodland
Coolibah Open Forest
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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South East Section

Overview of road network
A total of 55 road segments were assessed for the South East Section of Lachlan Shire.
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Figure 339. Overview of road network in the South East Section of Lachlan Shire

Prioritised list of roads in South East Section
Roads and road segments in South East Section of Lachlan Shire were prioritised initially based on
Recovery Potential, and then on average Conservation Ranking. This should be used to guide the
allocation of funding and resources for roadside rehabilitation works in the part of the region. Roads
with EECs and threatened species have been identified as requiring special management, regardless
of their prioritisation category (indicated on that road’s report card in the following sections).
Additional care should be taken to ensure that no further degradation of roadside vegetation occurs
along these roads.

Remember, for works prioritisation, RED= STOP WHAT YOU ARE
DOING and check for special considerations, YELLOW =PROCEED
WITH CAUTION, and GREEN = GO AHEAD AND WORK according to
the normal guidelines.
Table 337. Prioritised list of roads or road segments for South East Section of Lachlan Shire

ROAD NAME

POLYGON

TS/EEC
PRESENT

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
9.3
2.7 medium

AVONDALE RD

AVN1

BANDALONG RD

BAN1

9.5

BARBERS RD

BBR1

4.3

4.5 low

BARRONS LANE

BRR1

EEC present

12.4

2.2 high

BENA CEMETERY RD

BCM1

EEC present

12.5

2 high

BOYMIRI RD

BOY1

5.5

4 low

BURCHER RD east

BRC1-17

EEC present

10.4

2.6 medium

BURCHER RD west

BRC18-29

EEC present

10.6

2.6 medium

BUTTENSHAWS LANE

BUT1

CARONA RD

CRN1

CLARGO RD

3 medium

15

2 high

EEC present

15.3

2 high

CLG1

EEC present

10.1

2.7 medium

CLEMSONS LANE

CLE1

EEC present

8.8

2.7 medium

COOKABURRAGONG RD

COO1

EEC present

9.2

2.9 medium

CORINELLA RD

CNL1

6.6

3.6 medium

DEANS RD

DNS1

EEC present

12.1

DIGGERS RD

DGG1

EEC present

9

2.9 medium

DRIFTWAY RD

DFT1

EEC present

7.3

3.4 medium

DUNNEIL RD

DUN1

9.4

2.8 medium

EUGLO TRIG RD

EUG1

EEC present

12

2.2 high

FAIRHOLME RD

FAR1

EEC present

8

FITZGERALDS RD

FTZ1

EEC present

11.4

2.6 high

FOSTERS LANE

FOS1

EEC present

11

2.7 high
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ROAD NAME

POLYGON

TS/EEC
PRESENT

ROAD
ROAD
ROAD
RECOVERY CONSERVATION WORKS
SCORE
SCORE
PRIORITY
7.8
3.5 medium

GOOBANG CREEK RD

GBC1

GRASSMERE RD north

GRA1-28

EEC present

7.2

3 medium

GRASSMERE RD south

GRA29-51

EEC present

7.9

3 medium

GUNNINGS RD

GUN1

6.5

3 medium

HARRISONS RD

HAR1

2

5 low

HENRY PARKES WAY east1 HPW1-13

EEC present

11.8

2.4 high

HOPES RD

HOP1

EEC present

3.5

4.6 low

HUBBARDS RD
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
east1
LACHLAN VALLEY WAY
east2
L'ESTRANGES RD

HUB1
LVW124154
LVW155177
LES1

LONGINGETTING RD

LNG1

LUDLOWS LANE

LUD1

MANNA MOUNTAIN RD

MAN1

EEC present

12.3

MARSDEN RD north

MRS1

EEC present

7.3

EEC present

11.8

2.3 high

EEC present

12.7

2.3 high

13.5

2 high

MARSDEN RD south

9.3

3 medium

EEC present

7.5

3.3 medium

EEC present

9.9

2.7 medium

9.3

3 medium

EEC present

4
8.4

4.4 low
3.2 medium
2.3 high
3.4 medium

MORELLA RD

MRL1

NERANG COWAL RD

NER1

REAKES RD

REA1

EEC present

8.2

3 medium

SANDY CAMP RD

SAN1

EEC present

9.2

2.9 medium

SCRUBBY RD

SCR1

EEC present

10.3

2.6 medium

SELEMS RD

SEL1

EEC present

8.1

3.1 medium

SHEPHERDS RD

SHP1

EEC present

6.1

3.7 medium

THE GIPPS WAY north

GIP1-33

EEC present

7.2

3.2 medium

THE GIPPS WAY south

GIP34-81

EEC present

9.7

2.8 medium

TOMLINSONS LANE

TOM1

EEC present

9.4

2.8 medium

TURNERS RD

TUR1

10.5

3 medium

UNNAMED SR 371

UNN3

WAMBOYNE RD

WAM1

WEELAH RD north

WEE1

EEC present

11.7

2.4 high

WILKINS RD

WLK1

EEC present

10.7

2.4 medium

WILLIAMS RD

WLM1

4.5

4.5 low

WOODS RD

WOO1

6.1

3.9 medium

EEC present

5.5
10

4 low
2.8 medium

The following sections provide descriptions of road classification, roadside vegetation, surrounding
landuse, special features (such as threatened species or Endangered Ecological Communities),
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Conservation Ranking (derived), Recovery Potential (calculated), and Prioritisation Score (ranked),
along with prioritised rehabilitation works for each road or road segment.
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South East Section
Avondale Rd

Figure 340 Conservation value along Avondale Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 338 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Avondale Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, average roadside corridor is fenced with variable width.
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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Bandalong Rd

Figure 341 Conservation value along Bandalong Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 339 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Bandalong Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, the roadside corridor is unfenced .
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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Barbers Rd

Figure 342 Conservation value along Barbers Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 340 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Barbers Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.5 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
4.3 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is variable in width with unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

Black Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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Barrons Lane

Figure 343 Conservation value along Barrons Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 341 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Barrons Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.2 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.4 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Yarran Woodland
Yarran Woodland
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Weeping Myall Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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Bena Cemetery Rd

Figure 344 Conservation value along Bena Cemetery Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 342 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Bena Cemetery Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.5 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides, with fenced
and unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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Boymiri Rd

Figure 345 Conservation value along Boymiri Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 343 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Boymiri Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.5 (low)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is variable in width with unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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Burcher Rd east

Figure 346 Conservation value along Burcher Road (east) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 344 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Burcher Road (east)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.5 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.4 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Forest
Poplar Box - Gum Woodland
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Burcher Rd west

Figure 347 Conservation value along Burcher Road (west) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 345 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Burcher Road (west)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.6 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Buttenshaws Lane

Figure 348 Conservation value along Buttenshaws Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 346 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Buttenshaws Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
15.0 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is fenced at 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped, some intact areas of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Carona Rd

Figure 349 Conservation value along Carona Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 347 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Carona Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
15.3 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Clargo Rd

Figure 350 Conservation value along Clargo Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 348 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Clargo Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.1 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Clemsons Lane

Figure 351 Conservation value along Clemsons Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 349 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Clemsons Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Cookaburragong Rd

Figure 352 Conservation value along Cookaburragong Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 350 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Cookaburragong Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.2 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Corinella Rd

Figure 353 Conservation value along Corinella Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 351 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Corinella Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential EEC
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.6 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
Potential ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box - River Red Gum Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away from
vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Deans Rd

Figure 354 Conservation value along Deans Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 352 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Deans Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.1 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides, fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:





Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland












3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Diggers Rd

Figure 355 Conservation value along Diggers Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 353 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Diggers Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.0 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:






Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Driftway Rd

Figure 356 Conservation value along Driftway Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 354 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Driftway Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Dunneil Rd

Figure 357 Conservation value along Dunneil Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 355 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Dunneil Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
Potential EEC
present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.6 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed one lane road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:






Potential ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away from
vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Euglo Trig Rd

Figure 358 Conservation value along Euglo Trig Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 356 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Euglo Trig Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.0 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides, with fenced
and unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Fairholme Rd

Figure 359 Conservation value along Fairholme Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 357 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Fairholme Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.0 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m in width with some
portions unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Fitzgeralds Rd

Figure 360 Conservation value along Fitzgeralds Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 358 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Fitzgeralds Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.4 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides, with fenced
and unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Coolibah Woodland
Box Woodland
Coolibah - Weeping Myall Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Fosters Lane

Figure 361 Conservation value along Fosters Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 359 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Fosters Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.0 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor

375

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Goobang Creek Rd

Figure 362 Conservation value along Goobang Creek Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 360 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Goobang Creek Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.5 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.8 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, the roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width.
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

376

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Grassmere Rd north

Figure 363 Conservation value along Grassmere Road (north) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 361 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Grassmere Road (north)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped with some patches of intact vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

377

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Grassmere Rd south

Figure 364 Conservation value along Grassmere Road (south) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 362 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Grassmere Road (south)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped with some patches of intact vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Dwyer’s Red Gum Dry Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - River Red Gum Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

378

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Gunnings Rd

Figure 365 Conservation value along Gunnings Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 363 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Gunnings Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.0 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, the roadside corridor is fenced and 6-21m wide..
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:






Poplar Box Woodland



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Harrisons Rd

Figure 366 Conservation value along Harrisons Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 364 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Harrisons Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.0 (low)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is fenced and narrow at 0-5m
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
NOne

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2)GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

380

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Henry Parkes Way east1

Figure 367 Conservation value along Henry Parkes Way east1 (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 365 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Henry Parkes Way east1

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.8 (high)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed two lane road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides; variably fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:















3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor

381

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Hopes Rd

Figure 368 Conservation value along Hopes Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 366 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Hopes Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
Yes
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.6 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
3.5 (low)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is variable in width and unfenced in many sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:





Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

382

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Hubbards Rd

Figure 369 Conservation value along Hubbards Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 367 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Hubbards Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, the roadside corridor is fenced and of variable width.
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

383

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Lachlan Valley Way east1

Figure 370 Conservation value along Lachlan Valley Way (east1) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 368 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Lachlan Valley Way (east1)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.3 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.5 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width with some portions
unfenced on both sides
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped with some patches of intact vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
Box woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

384

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Lachlan Valley Way east2

Figure 371 Conservation value along Lachlan Valley Way (east2) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 369 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Lachlan Valley Way (east2)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.9 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped with some patches of intact vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box – Gum Grassy Woodlands
Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

385

SOUTH EAST SECTION
L’Estranges Rd

Figure 372 Conservation value along L’Estranges Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 370 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – L’Estranges Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, the roadside corridor is of variable width with fenced and unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

386

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Longingettin Rd

Figure 373 Conservation value along Longingettin Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 371 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Longingettin Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.4 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
4.0 (low)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:





Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland



2)GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

387

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Ludlows Lane

Figure 374 Conservation value along Ludlows Lane (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 372 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Ludlows Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.3 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, the roadside corridor is of variable width with fenced and unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

388

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Manna Mountain Rd

Figure 375 Conservation value along Manna Mountain Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 373 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Manna Mountain Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.3 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides, with fenced
and some unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with large areas of intact native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Marsden Rd north

Figure 376 Conservation value along Marsden Road (north) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 374 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Marsden Road (north)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width to 6-21m with fenced
and unfenced section
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped with some large patches of intact
vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - River Red Gum Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance

390

SOUTH EAST SECTION
Marsden Rd south

Figure 377 Conservation value along Marsden Road (south) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 375 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Marsden Road (south)

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.8 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides, with fenced
and some unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with large areas of intact native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Morella Rd

Figure 378 Conservation value along Morella Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 376 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Morella Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.3 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
12.7 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides, with fenced
and some unfenced sections
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with large areas of intact native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Ironbark Woodland
Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Ironbark Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Mallee Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Nerang Cowal Rd

Figure 379 Conservation value along Nerang Cowal Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 377 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Nerang Cowal Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High

CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.0 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
13.5 (high)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m both sides; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Ironbark - Gum Forest
Poplar Box - Gum Woodland














3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:






Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
Control erosion in steep sections
Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Reakes Rd

Figure 380 Conservation value along Reakes Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 378 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Reakes Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.2 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width to 6-21m with fenced
and unfenced section
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

Yarran Shrubland/Woodland






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Sandy Camp Rd

Figure 381 Conservation value along Sandy Camp Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 379 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Sandy Camp Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.2 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Weeping Myall Woodland
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Scrubby Rd

Figure 382 Conservation value along Scrubby Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 380 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Scrubby Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.6 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

Weeping Myall Woodland
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Selems Rd

Figure 383 Conservation value along Selems Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 381 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Selems Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.1 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
8.1 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is 6-21m in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:






Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Shepherds Rd

Figure 384 Conservation value along Shepherds Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 382 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Shepherds Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.7 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.1 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:






Weeping Myall Woodland
Grey Box Woodland and Derived Native Grassland Grassy
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest



2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
The Gipps Way north

Figure 385 Conservation value along The Gipps Way (north) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 383 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – The Gipps Way (north)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
7.3 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width; largely unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

Weeping Myall Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Black Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box - Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest
Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
The Gipps Way south

Figure 386 Conservation value along The Gipps Way (south) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 384 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – The Gipps Way (South)

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.7 (medium)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width; largely unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

Weeping Myall Woodland
Grey Box Woodland and Derived Native Grassland Grassy
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Black Box - Yarran Woodland
Box Woodland
Poplar Box - River Red Gum Woodland
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
Yarran - Box Woodland
Yarran Shrubland/Woodland
Yarran Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Tomlinsons Lane

Figure 387 Conservation value along Tomlinsons Lane (south) (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 385 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Tomlinsons Lane

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
9.4 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Sealed road, average roadside corridor is variable in width; largely unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Inland Grey Box Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
Box Woodland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Mallee Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Turners Rd

Figure 388 Conservation value along Turners Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 386 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Turners Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.0 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.5 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, the roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Unnamed Rd SR 371

Figure 389 Conservation value along Unnamed Road SR 371 (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 387 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Unnamed Road SR 371

WORKS PRIORITY
Low
Special management
Yes
CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.0 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
5.5 (low)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is unfenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2)GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Wamboyne Rd

Figure 390 Conservation value along Wamboyne Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 388 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wamboyne Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
No
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.8 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.0 (medium)

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, the roadside corridor width is variable to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with some intact patches of native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
None
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box - Ironbark Woodland

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:







2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Weelah Rd

Figure 391 Conservation value along Weelah Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 389 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Weelah Road

WORKS PRIORITY
High
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (high)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
11.7 (high)

PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:
2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor is variable to 6-21m both sides; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped with one large area of intact native vegetation
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Grey Box Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box Woodland
Coolibah - Box Woodland
Ironbark - Box Woodland
Ironbark - Gum Woodland
Ironbark Ecotone Woodland
Ironbark Forest
Mallee Woodland
Poplar Box - Coolibah Forest
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
 Limit mowing & slashing to one slasher width, do not slash beyond the table drain
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Eliminate or restrict mowing and slashing, subject to road safety and bushfire
management requirements
 Minimise vegetation disturbance during works activities
 Control erosion in steep sections
 Revegetate bare or badly degraded areas of native vegetation along existing
roads, and sites used for stockpiles
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Identify special assets to be protected, eg rare flora, threatened communities
 Infill plant with local native canopy species to establish connectivity; use species
from the community and add key species where required for EECs
 Locate stockpiles away from HCV areas; no ploughing to occur in the road corridor
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Wilkins Rd

Figure 392 Conservation value along Wilkins Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 390 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Wilkins Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium
Special management
EECs present
CONSERVATION
RANKING
2.4 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
10.7 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, average roadside corridor width is 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Predominantly cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

Weeping Myall Woodland
Grey Box Woodland and Derived Native Grassland Grassy
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Poplar Box - Weeping Myall Woodland
Poplar Box - Yarran Woodland
Yarran - Gum Woodland
 Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
 Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
 Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
 Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
 In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
 Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
 Treat noxious weeds
 Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
 Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
 Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
 Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
 Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
 Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
 Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
 Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
 No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
 Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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SOUTH EAST SECTION
Williams Rd

Figure 393 Conservation value along Williams Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 391 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Williams Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Low

CONSERVATION
RANKING
4.5 (low)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
4.5 (low)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed road, roadside corridor is of variable width; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

Poplar Box Woodland






2)GENERAL
ACTIONS:






3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:







Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Spoil from grading and drain clearing will contain weed seed. Under no
circumstances reuse this spoil outside the LCV area. Excess spoil should be carted
to a recognised landfill site.
Work from the formed pavement where possible, keep machinery within the
works area to avoid spreading weeds and contaminated soils.
Practice good hygiene when moving from LCV areas to higher CV areas. Clean
weed seed from plant and equipment.
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation, especially around trees
Locate regrowth saplings/native plants prior to spraying and flag or mark location
to avoid accidental destruction
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles in LCV areas; establish and maintain sediment control
structures around stockpile sites, and manage weeds in these areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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Woods Rd

Figure 394 Conservation value along Woods Road (green = low; yellow = medium; red = high)
Table 392 Assessment and prioritization of roadside vegetation – Woods Road

WORKS PRIORITY
Medium

CONSERVATION
RANKING
3.9 (medium)
RECOVERY
POTENTIAL
6.1 (medium)
PRIORITISED WORKS
ACTIONS:
1) SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL
ACTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
Unsealed, the roadside corridor width is variable to 6-21m; fenced
SURROUNDING LANDUSE
Cleared and grazed or cropped
ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
OTHER ROADSIDE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
Box - Ironbark Woodland
Poplar Box Woodland
River Red Gum riparian woodland/forest






2) GENERAL
ACTIONS:

3) PLANNING
ACTIONS:














Spot spray in areas with native regrowth, consider using a selective herbicide
Slash to the back of table drains or to 3 m from pavement edge
Grade only the minimum road width required for safe clearance
Avoid grading beyond the existing road shoulder, dispose of excess spoil away
from vegetation, import fill instead of removing soil from the roadside corridor
In areas where vegetation needs to be pruned or cleared, ensure all material is
chipped and mulched on site; retain hollow logs for habitat
Mulch should be spread on weeds and bare areas, but not on native vegetation
Treat noxious weeds
Where possible, maintain groundcover vegetation within table drains
Avoid pushing graded material onto vegetation
Avoid soil compaction and disturbance, especially around trees
Do not “tidy up”, retain features such as logs, leaf litter, fallen timber and rocks
Treat environmental weeds using a 3-5 year control plan
Slash weeds in growth season and before seed set.
Remove existing stockpiles from the root zones of trees
Plan new stockpiles away from MCV areas and establish and maintain sediment
control structures around existing stockpile sites; manage weeds in these areas
No ploughing to occur in the road corridor in MCV areas
Undertake revegetation works using appropriate species with local provenance
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